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ABSTR.ACT

The research problem under investigatì on was to study the nature

of the relationship betrveen ingroup lo1za1ty and outgroup evaluations and

to dete::mine the effect of other selected variables such as academic

major, academíc performance, generation Canadian, socio-economic status

and frequency of synagogue attendance on the nature of the ínoroup-out-

group reJ-ationship.

Research findings have j-ndicated that the ing::oup-outgrorrp rela-

tionship mav take one of three possible forms: a) a positive relation-

ship, b) a negative r:elationship orf c) no relationship. In sum, this

study questions the major proposition of ethnocentric theory, nam€lf r

that there exists an inverse relationship between ingroup J-olza1tv and

outgroup rejection.

A theoretical framework was developed, explorj-ng the ingroup-

outgroup relationship from a functionalist and reference group theory

perspective, stressing the acquisition of both ingroup and outgroup

norms as a natural product of the social-ization process, thrcugh the in-

fluence of one's family and prirnary reference group(s).

A random sample was collected, consisting of LL2 Jewísh under-

graduates at The University of l.ianitoba, Fort Garry Canpus, taken from

the larger Driedger Ethnic Identity Research of 1970*71.

Jer.¡ish ingroup foyaftv was operationalized through the use of

two Osgood Semantic Ðifferential scales r onê measuring general attitudes

toward the respondentsr ethnic 'culturet and the other, measurinq atti-

tudes torvard the respondents' ethnic 'faith.t These scales, in turn,

were dichotonized into pctsitirze a¡d negative attitudes toward the respon-

1t-
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dents, ingroup rculturet and tfaith.o Out-group evaluations were al-so

dichotomized into positive and nec{ative et¡a}uations on the bas-i-s of re-

spondentst attituCes torsard twenty selected ethnic and 'racialr groups

on a Bogardus SociaI Distance scale.

It was foun<1 in the sample under investigation t.Lat there vJas as

hlzpothesized: a) no rel-ationship between the responde¡tsr attitudes

toward their ethnic'culturer and their outgroup evalua.'tions and, b) no

relationship between respondents! attitudes tov/ard their ef-hnic 'faith'

and theír outgroup evaluations. There was, hovrever, a significant pos-

:-tíve refatio¡ship between the respondents' attitudes toward their ethnic

tculturet a¡rd tfaith.t Other significant relationships uncovereC hlere:

a neqative relationship between freguency of synagogue attendance and

the respon<lents; attitudes ioward their etirnic tculture' and tfaitht as

we1l as a negative relationship between the respondentsr academic per-

formance and their outgroup evaluations.

I"lore research is needed to cfearl-1,- delineate the nature of the

ingroup-outgroup relationship. The primary suggesticns advanced here

are: a) the development of reliable indices of ethnic identification.

comprised of both attitudinal ancj- behavi-oral dimensions an<l , b) con-

struction of a m.easure of outgroup relatedness, utilizing again, both

attituclinal and behavioral dimensíons such as general attitude scafes

accompanied by indicators of such things as colfcrete outgroup experi-

ences, encounters with prejudice and discrimination, stereotyping' etc.

SIDNEY KARLINSKY
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CHAPTER I

THEORY AND LTTERATURE REVTEI,I

The Problem

The purpose of this study will be to: a) ascertain the relation-

ship between ingroup J-oyalty and outgroup evaluations in a sample of

Jewish undergraduate students and, b) determine the effect of sefected

variabl-es (academic major, academic performa-rÌce, generation Canadian,

socio-economic status and frequency of synagogue attendance) on the in-

group-outgroup reiationship.

Most of the major problems related to the concept of ethnocen-

trism ethnocentric theorlz have been srrnmarized and sta-ued (Campbell and

LeVine, 1965; Me::ton ' 1957 and. Rothman, 1965). These researchers feel

that it is far from seff-evident that the postulaÈed inverse relation-

ship between ingroup loyalty and outgroup rejection follows the classic

Sr¡nnerian-Adorno formulation (Adorno et al-., 1950 and Sunner, 1906).

If it does, it ca¡ be tested empirically. What maybe questioned, how-

ever, is whether, this is the only pattern that connects the ínner co-

hesion of groups in their outgroup relation, (Merton, L957J .

Rothman (f965), introduced research that found both a positive

ingroup-outgroup relationship and his own r:esearch findings of no rela-

tionship betv¡een ingroup loyalty and outgroup orientations.

In otler words, this study questions the rnajor proposition of

ethnocentric theory, as it has been traditionalll' understood since

Sr¡nner (1906), that there exists an inverse relationship between ingroup

loyalty and outgroup rejection.



Review of ttre Líterature

The concept of ethnocentrism was i¡rtroduced by Swrner (1840-l-910)

and first a.opeared in Sumner's book Fol-kways in 1906. Both Gregor

(1963) and Druckman (1968) trave attested to the fact that the concept

of ethnocentrism has functionecl as an integral part of sociological

theory at least since the time of Grmplowicz (1838-1909).

What is ethnocentrism? Tkre cl-assic statements about ethnocen-

trism are found. in Sumner's book Folkr.rays (1906). Sirmner (19C6: 13)

noted that:

Ethnocentrism. is the technical name for this view of things in
which oners own group is the center of everythingr and al-l others
are scaled and related with refereilce to it" Folkvrays correspond
to it to cover bothr the j-nner and outer relation. Each group
nourishes its orvn pride and vanity, boasts itself superior, exaits
its own divinitj-es, and looks with contempt on outsíders. Each
,group tl:inks its orvn folkways the only righb oììes, and if it
observes that other groups have other folkways, these excite its
scorn. Opprobrious epithets are derived from these differences...
For or:r present purpose the most important fact is that ethnocen-
trism leads a people to exaggerate and intensi_fy everythinq in
their own folkways which is peculiar and differentiates them from
others. ft therefore strengthens the folkways.

In Folkwa!¡s there is to be found the first rnention by Sr:rnner of

the we-group (íngroup) and others-groups (outgroups), in connection with

the concept of rprirnitive society: I

The ccnception of 'primitive society' which we ought to form is
that of small giroups scattered over a territory...A group of groups
may have some r:eiation to each other (kin, neighbourhood, alÌiance)
.-.which drav¡s them together and differentiates them from others.
Thus a dj-fferentiation arises between ourselves, the we-qroup, or
ingroup, a¡d everybody el-se, or the others-groups, outgroups. The
insiders in a we-group are in a relation of peace, order, J_aw,
governnrent...to each other. Their rel_ation to a1.l_ outsiders, or
others-grroups, is one of v¡ar and plunder...Sr:mner (1906 t 12)

Fina11y, in Fol-kv¡avs, Sumner (1906: l2-13) goes on to write of the 'sen-

timents in Èhe ingroup towards the outgroup:'
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The relation of comr:adeship and peace in the \,/e-group and threat
of hostility ancl war 'torvards others-groups are correl-ative to
each other. The exigencies of ivar v¡-rth outsiders are what make

peace insicle...Thus war and peace have reacted on each other and
developed each other/ one within the group, thr€ other in the
intergroup refatiorr...sentiments are produced tr: correspond.
Loyalty to the group, sacrifice fcr it, hatred and contempt for
outsiders, brotherhood within, warlikeness without--aIl grow
together, products of the same situation. . .

This rigid ingroup loyalty-outgroup rejection postulatecl by

Sr¡nner (1906) was greatly elaborated by Adorno et al., (1950) and

especially by Levinson (l-950) ' Adorno (1950) saw etlrnocentris¡n as:

th-inking generally in ingroup - outgroup termsi seeing one's or'rn group

as categorically different from groups to which one does not belong,

and speaking of oners own and other grollps in stereotyped terms.

Levinson (1950) viewed ethnocentrism as: provincialism, cufturaL

narrovtness, a. tendency to be 'ethnicalllt centeredrt rigid ín both the

acceptance of the culturally'alike' and in rejection of the 'unlike.'

Levinson (1950: 102) indicated that:

Ethnocentrism...refers to a relatively consisterrt frame of mind
concerníng'aliens' generally; it has to do not only with the
nunerous groups to v¡hich the individual has hostile opinions but,
equally important, with groups towa,rd which he is positively
disposed.

Levj-nson (1950 z 146) clearly indicated how he conceíved of ethnocentrism

when he t'rrote:

The social- world as most ethnocentrics see it is arranged like a

Series of concentric circles around a bulfts eye. Each circle
represents an ingroup - outgroup distinction; each line serves as

a barrier to exclude all- outside groups from the center, and each
group is in tu-rn excluded by a slightly narrower one...

Many oÈher sociaf scientisis have discussed ethnocentrism and

some of these rvill- be discussed here. Ethnocentrism haÈ been termed a

f behavioral syndrome' (Levinson, 1950; lulertcn ' L95'li Gregor, L963¡



Druckman , Ig6E and Seetye and Bre'¡¡er , I97O). Bierstedt (1957) .'¡ierved

ethnocentrism as the tendency to see others as foreigners, never ouI-

selves.

Ethnocentrj.sm may be seen as one a'lternative response pattern to

minority group status (Stonequist, L937¡ Child, l-953; Lewin, L948¡

Cahnman, 1949; Davie, 1949; Berry, l95l; Rinder, l-953; Seward' 1954 and

Rothman, 1965). The above researchers utilized basically the same

threefold classif-ication scheme of: 1) the classic Ì.rtgroup - outgroup

pattern of ethnocentrism, 2) accommodation and, 3) assimifation.

The major proposition of ethnocentric theory, positing an inverse

refationship between ingroup loyalty and outgroup rejection, (Adorno et

ê1 ., 1950 and Sr¡nner, l-906) has been challenged by a nunber of resear-

chers (Lewin, 1948¡ Sarrroff¡ 195I; Prothro I Lg52; Trent, 1953i lulcrton,

1957¡ Swartz, 196l-; Catton and Hong, 1962; trVestie' 1964; Noel, L964i

Williams t 1964; Campbell and LeVine, 1965 and Rothman, 1965). Some of

these will be dealt wíth here.

Prothro (1952) found sorne evidence to indicate that ethnocentrism

varies with different groups, looking at Southern whites reaction to

Negroes and other groups

Merton (1957) cautions the reader to keep in mi¡C that mernbership

groups are not co-terminus with ingroups, as Sumner may seem to have

inplied. Merton (19572 297-298) placed Sr¡nner in a somewhat different

perspective than he is usuaJ-ly viewed when he wrote:

Lacking any but the most primitive conceptions of psychology
Sr.u'nner too soon and without warrant concluded that deep alle-
giance to one Eroup generates antipathy (or, at least, indiffer-
ence) toward other groups. Coming out of the evolutionary
tradition of social thought with its emphasis on society as wel-I
as nature red in tooth and claw, Sumner described an irnpo::tant



but special- case as though it were the qeneral case. He assumed
-..that intense lovalty to a group necessarily generates hostility
toivards tì.ose outsiCe tJle group...

Both Swartz (1961) and Viil_liarns (1964) see nur-ñerous wel_l_docu_

mented instances v¡here some apprecj-ation of outgroup rralues and prac-

tices are held sitr'.uLtaneously ivith a positive íngroup j-oyalty. Swartz

(1961), on the basis of cross-cul-tural- research, found what he calted

"negatíve ethnocentri.smr " referring to a ne<;'ative estirnation certain

gïoups have of themsel-ves basecl on their own standards. Wi]l-iams (1964)

adds that the above is negative ethnocentrism only in admitting certain

points of inferiority and need not result in a general- devaluation of

oners own gror4). The basic position adopted by both swartz (1961) and

!{illiams (L964} is that the individual- has a selective relationship

bo.th tor,¿ard the inEroup.and the outgroup, i.e., both positive and neg.a-

tive attitudes are present in these selective loyarties,

Controversy continues a¡tong social- scientists as to the univer-

sality of ethnocentrism. Catton (1964) noted. that, from the abundant

examples that sunner provided, he implied that ethnocentrism was a

r:niversal hr:rnan phenornenon. There are others rvho feel- ethnocentrism

is universal (Berry, 1951; Campbell and LeVine, 1965;.Druckman, 196g;

Gregor, 1963¡ Seelye and Brewer, I97O¡ Walter , Ig52). However, there

are also tlose (Catton, 1960-61-; Sherif a¡d Sherif, 1953; Simpson and.

Yinger, 1953; Srvartz, 196I; vlagley and. Harris, l95g and l{iLliams , 1964)

who have disputed the universality of this concept.

After a review of available riterature on the ingroup - outgroup

relationshj-p, it is the contention of this writer, along with Rothman

(1965), that studies discussing the relationship between ingroup loyalty
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and outgroup evaluations are very few in nunber and often have no direct

bearing on the subject area. However, these stuCies appear to comprise

three distinct types:

Type e - those rvhich show a positive correlation between
ingroup loyalty and outgroup evaluations

lYpe B - those which show a negative correlation between
ingroup loyalty and outgroup evaluations

Type C - those rvhich show no consistent relationship between
ingro,rp loyalty and outgrou.p evaluations

gypg_è_stgqrs: (positive ingroup - outgroup relationship) in-

cludes research dcne by Lewin (1948); sarnoff, 195r; Trent (1953) and

Noel (1964). Lewin (1948) posed as his major, and according to Rothman

(1965), probably most controversiat hypothesis, that a minority individ-

uaL wíth a definite ingroup identification v¡ill have formed more positive

attitudes tcward outgroups than those with a lesser clegree of ingroup

identification. Sarnoff (1951) studied the degree to which Jews accepted

anti-Semitic stereotypes and found those l-ow on anti-semitism--high in-

group identity, maintained more apnropriate relationships in the face of

outgroup hostility, and generallyr perceived the outgroup in a more

realistic manner. Rothma¡ (1965) quoted from research carried out by

Trent (1953) on self-acceptance among Negro childrenr' finding the most

self-accepting, generarly, expressed significantly more positive atti-

tudes toward both Negroes and whites than those who were Least self-

accepting. Noel (1964) fou¡rd ingroup J-oyalty to be positively corre-

lated to outgroup evaluations

Tvpe B studies (negative ingroup - outgroup rel-ationship) , i.e.,

the classic Sumnerian-Adcrno formulat.ion. These studies include those
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who tested the hy'oothesis ancl found it to be valid (Chein and Hurwitz'

1950;RadkeandLande'l-953;Adefso¡l'l953aand1953biPeari'L954i

Sul]-ivan,Lg54;CtinardandNoel,Lg5S;SeelyeandErerver,rgT0)aswel1

asthosewhomereiyacceptthisrelationshipasavalicone(Berry,L95li

inlalter , 'Lg52; Simpson and Yinger ' 19 5 3; Bierstedt I Ig57; Gregor ' 196 3;

RoserrJclatt,Lg64a.ndDruckman,tg6s).Someofthosewhctestedtlrerela-

tionshiP will be discussed here'

Chein and Hurwitz (1950) conducted an earfy erhpirical strr<1y of

Jervish identification, finding that rvith decreased identification, there

isanincreasedinterest'intheoutgroupandadesiretoparticipatein

outgroupaffairs.otherstudies(RadkeandLand.e,1953iAdelson,1953a

andl953b;Rinder,1961)linkedingroupidentificationtoauthoritari-

anism.Thesestudiesfor¡rrdthatthosewithhighingrcupident_ification

were reluctant r-o establish outgroup relationships. Antonovsk-y (1956)

and Grossack (1957), the former' studying Jewish identification and the

latter group belongingrless among Negroes' both found that those with

strong group loyalties showed negative outgroup evaluations'

Tvoe C studies' (no consistent relationship' either positive or
--

negative betv;een ingroup loyalty and outgroup rejection) incrude those

studiesd.onebyLazer¡l jcz(1953);Allport(1954);Fishman(1955);and

Rottrman (1965) . Lazer"'titz (1953) related Jewish identification to in-

grouppreferenceandsocialdistancetowardou.ugroups,andfoundno

consist-entrelaticrlship.Fishrna¡r(1955),focusedonJervishadolescents

receivingvarioustypesofparochialeducationfindingnosignificant

di.fferencesincutgroupattitudesamongthesestudents.Rothman(1965)

studiedthenatureoftheinoroup-outgrouprelationship,coJ-lecting
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data from some 200 Jewish adolescents. His conclusions v¡ere rather

clear-cut in support of the hypothesis oi- no essential relationshíp be-

tween ingroup loyalty and outqroup relatedness.

Thus, ¿¡fter a thorough review of the literature on tfre natr:re of

tJ:e ingroup - outgroup relationship, two conclusions become evident:

a) that whatever the relationship, its essential nature is complex, and

b) that a measure of support can be legitimately claimed for any of the

three hypotheses previously listed - that of a positive, negative, or

no rel-ationship between ingroup 1oyalt1z and outgroi4> relatedness. There-

fore, a definitive substantiation of any one of them is lacking. ft is

hoped that the present research study wil-1 contribute in some way to a

furLher clarification and elaboration of this complex issue-

After Sunner (1906), the next ma.jor elabor:ation of the concept

of ethnocentrism came from the Berkeley research tean - Adornor Frenkel-

Brunswik, Levinson, and Sanford in 1950. Their work culminated in the

controversial book entitled: The Authoritarian ler,sonal-ity. This was

the perspective of rigid j-ngroup loyalty accompanied by an equally rigid

rejection of outgroups. The original E- (ethnocentrism) scale was

utífizeC by Adorno et al., (1950) as an outgrowth of a psychoanalytically

inspired investigat-ion of anti-semitic and proto-fascist attitudes,

Kirscht anC Dillehay (1967). This study resulted in a major part of the

concept of authoritarianism being composed of ethnocentric at-titudes.

lrlt¡nerous social scientists since Sumner (1906) have referred to

ethnocentrism as a functional aspect of man's relation to culture

(A]lport, 1954; Berry, f951; Catton, 196C-61i Gregor, L963¡ Roserrjclatt,

L964¡ Rothman, L965; Sherif and Sherj-f, 1956; Simpson and Yinger, 1953;
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Sullivan, L954i I^Iil-liams, 1964) " Ethnocentrism nlay be viev¿ed as func-

tional- to the extent that it creates, promotes and enhances gr:oup soli-

daritlr, cohesion and integration; focuses group enerqies and loyalties

and provides rervards for loya1 group members; promotes conformity to

group.norms, social control and discipJ-ine through the use of sanctions

applied to those who deviate from group values and norms. In add.ition,

Rosenblatt (1964) has suggested that ethnocentrism may increase group

stability, decrease the tikelihood of assimilation and, in general,

serve to produce long-term survival of the group as an entity.

others (Allport, 1954; Pearl, 1954¡ Rosenblatt, L964¡ Sullivan,

f954) have attested to the psychological functionality of ethnocentrism.

Ethnocentrísm may be functional to the extent that it satisfies many of

the psychic needs of the individ.ual as wel-1 as those of the group, in-

cluding: the need to think wel-1 of oneself; needs for the famiLiar;

needs for affiliation with something relatively unique, strong or

enduring; needs for affil-iaticn with sone cause; needs to be rel-ated to

something supra-individual; needs for affiliation with other individuals

simílar to one; the belongingness need and needs for cognitive efficien-

cy or simplicity by categorízing outgroups (stereotylits). ln addiÈion,

Pearl (1954) and Sullivan (1954) have indicated that ethnocentrism ís

meaningfully relaÈed to the self-concept and that it is functional for

personality organization.

Ethnocentrism may be viewed as a natural product of Lhe sociali-

zation process (Allport, 1954; l"lacIver and Page, 1949; Sherif , 1953;

Sherif and Sherif, 1956; Simpson and Yinger' 1953; Walter' l-952 and

i^Iilliams, I9{;4), through the internalization of group norms both toward
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oners own ingroup, and toward outgroups in general-

Allport (I954: 18) pointed out the natural-ness of er-]tnocentrism

in enebling peopte to function effectively within a. society"

Everyvrhere on earth we find a condition of separateness among
groups. People mate v¡ith their own kind. They eat, Play, reside
in homogeneous clusters. They visit with their o\ryn kindr a¡d
prefer to ivorship together. t'{uch of this automatic cohesion is
Cue to nothing more than convenience, There ís no need to turn
to outgroups for companionship. Vlith pJ-enty'of people on hand
to óhoose from, why create for ourselves the trouble of adjusting
to nerv languages r new foods ' new cul-tures, or to people of a

different educational level?
ft is not that we have class prejudice, but only that we find

comfort and ease in our class, Qr race, or religion tc Pfay, livet
and eat with' and Èo marry.

It is not always the dominant majority that forces minority
groups to remain separate. They often prefer to keep their
identity, so tiraL they need not strain to speak a foreign language
or to watch their manners.

The initiaf fact therefore¡ is that hr¡nan groups tend to stay
apart. We need not ascribe this tendency to a gregarious instinct,
to a tconsciousness of kindr or to prejudice. The fact is
adequately e>çtained by the principles of ease, J-east effort,
congeniality, and pride in onets ovln cultu:re.

Williams G964) feels that we are all ethnocentric due to the

needed anchorage that group belongingness gives to the individual, and

that without such stable refationships, the individual would become in-

secure, anxious and uncertain of his identity. The family e>qrerience,

through socialization, teaches the minority individual appropriate norms

both toward his own ingroup and outgroups in general. In order to re-

ceive ernotional su"oport from the group, the individual is obliged to

follow the opinions of other group members, thereby conforming to the

group's norms and val-ues. Sherif (1953), feels ethnocentrism to be

natural in the sense that when group values are learned and internalized

by each individual member, they become a part of his personal identity -

or his self. Others, including (Aliport, 1954; Simpson and Yinger, 1953;
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Vialter, l-953 and þIilliams, 1964) view the individuaf as socialized to

the bel-iefs of his group, thereby judging the beliefs and. actions of

other groups as unnatural. Roserrl¡l-att (1964) belíeves ethnocentrism is,

to some extent inevitable, as an outcome of the learning of ingroup

standards.

Minority group identificatíon, in this study wil1 follow the

usege of the term, according to Rothman (1965). ilis usage is that of a

process that is sociologically connected. I"linorityr oi ethnic aroup

identification is a compJ-ex, multi-dimensional concept that has not, to

date, been cl-ear1y delineated in the literature. As a result, in this

study an attempt will be made Lo d.evelop a useful framework from which

to view this concept. Unfortunately, it is not entirely satisfactory.

Elmer (L954) sarv the usefulness of identification as a'social' concept

--a group membership concept, where the individual internalizes the norms

of tlte group aror:nd him and these in turn, influence his attitudes and

behavior.

The perspective of reference group tJreory utilized here has been

drawn largely from the work of Sherif (1953) and Sherif and Sherif (1956)

and, secondarily, to research done by Merton and Kitt (1950) and Kuhn

(1964). Following l"lerton and Ki-tt (1950), a reference group is a social

group with v¡hj-ch an individual feels identified and to which he aspires

to rel-ate his identity. A person deríves from his reference groups, his

norms' attitudes anC values and the social objects these create. Refer-

ence group theory aims to systemaÈize the determinants and consequences

of these processes of self-appraisal and eval-uation in which the indi-

vidual takes the standards of others as a comparative frame of reference,
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thus shaping his perception of social reality'

The reference group seenì.s to have an tattitude-formation' func-

tion where norms and standards of reference are internalj-zed by the in-

dividuaf as parts of his ego (Sherif, 1953; Sheríf and Sherif' 1956) '

Sherif and Sherif (1956) Iooking at reference groups, viev¿ intergroup

behavior as primarily the matter of individual group member participa-

tion withín the ingroupts "social distance scale." These refations

among individual-s must be standardized as norms toward'outgroups before

they are reflected as ingroup attitudes by the group's m-e-rnbership' The

íngroup thus delineated becomes endowed with a host of positive quali-

ties and individuals in the group tend to reify these qualities through

the internalization of group norms. Outgroups and their individual

members are then assigned either positive or negative qua-lities, i'e',

often negative. over time, these outgroup descríptions take their

place in the repertory of group norms as a scale of "social distance"

and tend to persist through the transmission of tl:ese llorms to new group

members.

Ethnocentrism may also possess possible dysfunctions (Levinson,

1950; Kent ano Burnight, 1951; Vlalter, Ig52; Sinpson.and Yinger' 1953;

Allport, L954¡ Sherif and sherif, 1956; Bierstedt ' L957; Wagley and

Harris, 1958; Catton, 1960-6I; Rothman, 1965; Hughes, L96L¡ Rosenblatt,

L964¡ Carnçbell and LeVine, 1965 and Theod.orsol) and Theodorson' 1969)'

Levinson (1950: I47) noted that:

...It is as if an ethnocentric individual feels threatened by
most of the groups to which he does not have a sense.of
belonging, ¡-i tre- cannot identify, he musL oppose; if a group is
not accePtabl-e, it is talient" '
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Bcth Levinson (1950) and Theodorson and Theodorson (Lg6g) feel that the

ethnocentric need for an outgroup .orevents identification with a common

humanity and stems from the ethnocentrists' inabitity to approach in-

dividuals 'as índ.ividual-s' and to treat each individual only as a spec-

imen of the reified group. Allport (1954) and Rothman (1965) feel that

strong minority group identification tends to leave fery conanunication

channel's open to the outside v¡orld and thus mav l-ead individuals to

exaggerate group d.ifferences and. the reasons for them.' others (l{alter,

L952¡ simpso¡ and yínger, 1953 and sherif and sherif, 1956) vierv ethno-.

centrism as a particular rnanifestation of gïoup prejudíce. Catton (1960-

61) ' saw ethnocentrism as tlat which frequerrtlv contributes to group

confricts when talient outgroup val-ues are perceived by the ingrouprs

members ,as a threat to the integrity of their group. Hughes (196r),

sarv a dysfunction of ethnocentrism when the minority group ind.ividualrs

think so exclusively in terms of their ovln grouprs norns and value

system that they possess no set of "conceptual tools" or reference points

for objectiveJ-y comparing or discussing the rel-ative merits of other

groups. sun'ner (1906) indicated that ingroup members use negative

stereotypes to describe outgroups. Thís conclusion v/as verified by

Campbell and LeVine (1955) through their cross-cultura1 research.

In sunmary, ethnocentrism, in its classic sociological forrnula-

tion of a rigid ingroup-outgroup pattern of social rerationships, an

ideoloqy perrneating alr decisions, vrhere strong ingroup loyalty is ac-

companied by a generalized rejection of outgroups (Adorno et al. r f95o;

swnner' 1906) will not be accepted. rnsteacl , the natr:re of the ingroup-

outgroup relationship wil-1 be subjected to empj-ricar verification.
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The position taken here is that ingroup loyalty, may be viewed

as a functicnal- aspect of mants relatiorr to culture, lvj.th some possible

dysfunctions. This ingroup loyalty occr:rs as a 'naturalr product of

the socializatíon process and, through one's famlly and primary refer-

ence group the individual acquires and internal-izes a standardized set

of norms toward both his mincrity ingroup and toward outgroups in gen-

eraL. This is a culÈuraIly and socially shaped loyalty that predis-

poses the inCividual toward. the familiar, toward onet's o\r'n ing::oup.

Wíthin any given minority group, members located at a particular level-

of ingroup loyalty will possess a multiplicity of different attitudes,

feelings, and. relationships dírected toward. outgroups in general and

toward their own ingroup, which may include both positive and negative

elements. It is quite conceivable, however, that among a Eroup of

minority indivi,lual-s with a strong ingroup loyalty, some rvould. fall into

the classic ethnocentric pattern (Adorno et al", f95O; Srrnner, l_906)

and e>press varfing degrees of hostility tcward, and rejection of out-

groups. To what degree this pattern exists and indeed, if any pattern

exists at alf, is the subject of this study. What Sumner (1906) a¡d

others described. vras a very specific response pattern that may or may

not take place under certain cond.itions of strong ingroup loyalÈy.

Ingroup lcyalty has been d.ichotomized into Jewish undergraduates'

attiÈudes toward: a) their ethnic rculturer and, b) their ethnic

'faith.r The above usage significantly departs fron most other studies

on ethnocentrism, v,'here the inverse relationsh.ip between ingroup loyalty

and outgroup rejection has been assuned and further, sorne variant of

the original california E-scale has been used as the inclicator of
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ethnocentrism. The undertying rationale for the rcult,urer-rfaith'

dichoto:ny will- be outlined in the following paragraphs.

The above mentionecl dichotomy sterns largeJ.y from the fact that
researchers (Gans, 1956a; Herberg, 1955 and Rothnan, 1965) have termed

Judaism a "religio-cultural complexr" while Janowsky (194g) ca]led Jews

a "spiritual.-cul-tura1" Eroup. The religious aspect alone is not entire-
ly satisfactory as, currentJ-y, there are to be found various categories

of secu]ar adherents to the group. Jev¡s, as compared.to other trelig-

ious' groups are considerably less observant of practices. Although

this point is controversial' many experts v¡ould agree that re]igion is
not the key and overriding factor der-ineating the Jewish grou.Ð. A

strictly religious definition of Jews, therefore, rvourd. be incompJ_ete

and so¡nev¡hat misreading to those unfamiliar with the gro*p.

Probably the most fruitful conception of the Jewish group which

rnay be formul.ated with any degree of certainty is that of an ettinic
collectivity, that is, a cultural group whose members share certain
customs, mores and living patterns. Rothman (1965) calLed Jud.aism a

"complex, intermeshed ethnol.ogical mosaic." utirizing the concept
rcul-tuÏe' as thÍs study does, inevitably subsurnes certain religior:s
elernents, as it is impossibl-e to keep these elemenÈs conçlete]y apart.
Jewish ing:lor:p loyalty connotes involvement with culturar_ patterns.
other factors enter into this complex pict're of Jewish ingroup loyaIty,
but jt is assumed here, for the purposes of this study, that both the

'cultural-' ancl Ifaithr elements will provide usefur Índices of the

multidimensional phenomena of Jewish ethnic identification. Respon-

dentsr attitudes toward. their ethnic 'culture' and 'faith' wi.ll be
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measured by two, ten scal-e-iten Osgood Semantic Differential scales.

It is not irnplied here that Jewish ethnic id.entification¡ beíng

qrrite complex in nature, can easiJ-y be reduced to trvo d.imensions, such

as is the case in this study. However, the assr..rnption being made here

j-s t}rat the nature of existence for Jewish Canadj-ans is such tliat, the

Jewish identifi.ed person will express ingroup loyalty feerings, in

part' through positive attitudes toward both his ethnic rculture' and

I faith.! These assumptions need to be tested empirically and the in-

teni-ion is to do so as the study proceeds. in summary, tÌris wríter

horcls -uhat, for testing pu-rposes, and to remain within the limited

scope of this study, the dimensions of'culture' and ,faithr used to

indicate Jewish ingror:p loyalty appears to offer the most generalry

useful approach to the problem under ínvestigation.

A. O.r¿tgroup EJal_uations

ou.tgroup evaluations have been measured by a Bogardus social

Distance sca1e.

The concept

(Kadushin, 1962).

tude scale in 1925

the scale is still-

and Peters, 1971) .

of social distance was first

Bogardus first published his

and. revised it in 1933. The

a favorable one, despite many

utilized by SinuneI,

social distance atti-

general evaluation of

criticisms, (Karlinsky

Triandis and Triandis (L962) bel-eive that considerable research

on prejudice has been and is a special case of research on social dis-

tance. Sherif a¡d Sherif (1956) view the Bogardus scale as being one

of the most useful- direct devices for 'tapping, the attitudes of one

group toward many others. This scale has aLso been found to be an in-
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val-uable tool in the study of group confl-ict, (Pettigrew, 1960). Sinha

and Upahyaya (1962) felt that prejudice was partly reveal-eC in social

distance responses.

But more importantly, other researchers (Campbej_l and LeVine,

1965; LazerwiLz, 1953 and Rinder, 1953) used Bogardust scale as an in-

dicator of outgroup evaluations, especially for the latter two, who

utilized this scale in conjunct.ion with indices of Jewish ethnic identi-

fication- Knopfelrn'acher and Arrûstrong (1963) used a Bogardus scale as

their cl:ief measure of ethnocentrism, along with four selected. Likert-

type items.

Further, sherif and sherif (1956), in +;heir discussion of refer-

ence group theory, indicated the importance of the development of stan-

dardized. group norms, viewing intergroup J¡ehavior as primarily the mat-

Èer of individual group member participation within flre ingroup's

"social distance scale. "

B. General Varia-irles

Generation and Ethnocentrj-sm. The relationship between these two

variables is quite complex and problematic in nature, further complicated

by the paucity of research that has directly studied.this relationship.

Hansen (1938) first stirred interest in the sociologicaL investi-

gation of generation when he presented his principle of "third. genera-

tion interestrtt namely, "what tjre son wishes to forget, the grandson

wishes to remember- "

Herberg (1955) applied Hansen's principla arrd inclicated that it

was in operation for American Protestants, Catholics and Jews. His

central thesis was that the grandchildren of irnmigrant forebears were
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returning to their ancestral religious faiths in Íncreasing nurnbers.

Lenski (l-961) col-lected data fron which he was able to ernpiri-

cally test the Hansen-Herberg three-gerrerat'ion m.odel. and did not, gener-

aIly, find a decline from the first to the third generation at religior:s

services. Hence, he concluded that his data suggested a pattern of in-

creasing religious activity with increasingi "Americanization." Un-

fortunately, the nr¡nber of Jews in Lenski's (1961) Ðetroit area sample

was not. of sufficient size to warrant a¡y generalizaÈions concerning

generational,oatterns .

Gans (1956a) and Lazerwitz, and Rowitz (1964) saw a weakening of

religious ties, rather than a religious revival, as the probable long-

term trend for American Jews. At best, tl'rey felt, the third generation

would retu-rn to a Jewish culture and religion significantly different,

rfian that of the first gieneration. In addition, Lazerwitz and R.owi-tz

(f964) called into question the usefulness of tåe concept of generation

in describing a complex interaction of factors.

Kramer and Leventman (1961) investigated the conflict resolutions

of three generations of American Jews, indj-cating that with each gener-

ation, there develops a¡ increasing incorporation of non-Jewish val-ues

into its resolutions, and that the further removed the generation from

its immigrant forebears, the greater the access to the values of the

donr-inant society.

Nahirny and Pishman (1965) and Fishman (L966) held that, contrary

to the principle of "thircl generation interestr" the ethnic heritage

ceases to play any viable role in the l-ife of the third generation.

Goldstein and Gol-dscheide-r (1968) analysed three generations of
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American Jews anC concluded that the shift in identification appears to

be from Orthodox Judaism alnong the immiqrant generation to Conservative

among the second greneration and some greater shift towarcl ReÍorm in the

third generation. Almost identical patterns appear rvhen synagogue

membership is viewed by generation. The above researchers also felt

that group cohesion amorrg Jews is rel-atively strong and intimately re-

l-ated to generational status. In vierving generational changes, Gold.stein

and Goldscheider (t968) feel there to be six alternatíves: (l) genera-

tions show a continual decline in religiosity from the fo::eign-born

ttrrough the third generation; (2) a gradual_ increase in religiositlz

takes place with distance from the immigrant generation; (3) the seconC

generation declines in reLiqiosity, but later generations increase; (4)

the second generation increases in religiosity, but l-ater qenerations

d.ecreaset (5) there is neither decfine nor religícus revival but general

stability in religiosity over generations; (6) the absence of religious

revival may iinply nej-ther decline nor stability but the developrnent of

different patterns of religiosity with length of stay in the country.

These alternatives have not, to this date, been sr:bjected. to any syste-

matic empirical analysis.

The only study found thus far linking generation directly to

ethnocentrism was done by Frenkel-Brunswik (1952), utilizing the

California E-scale as the index of ethnocentrism. She found. that the

majority of subjects exlrressing ethnocentrism has foreign-born parents.

There appears to be little agreement on how the concept of gener-

ation maybe most fruitfuJ-ly conceptualized" Cain (1964) and Ryder (1965)

feel that the term has been, and is being abused in most studies.
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Bender and. Kagiwada (1968), after revierving l-he literature on

generation, conclude that this variable is complex and fraught with

many theoretical and ernpirical questions remaining to be answered. Con-

cerning what may be called the Hansen-I{erberg-Lenski dialogue on gener-

ation, the above researchers have put forth as a general guestion:

.. .i^lho returns to what u¡der which conditions of the possible
forms and contents of these returns? Individual behavior is
meant as rvel-l- as the processes of returning evidenced by the
religio-eihnic group, (Bender and Kagivrada, 1968:368)

Socio-economic Status and Ethnocentrism" The literature does

not clearly define the nature of the relationship between the above two

variables

Levinson (1950), using the California E-scale, indicated that

the group whose father's earn $101000 or moreper year is significantly

less etånocentric than all combined lower income level-s among his

sampJ-e.

Frenkel-Brunswik (f950), also usinq the E-scale concfuded that

there exists a slight tendency for the lowest and highest income groups

to score higher than the midcile income group on ethnocentrism, while,

within the latter, ethnocentrism seems to decrease as income increases.

However, the general conclusion v¡as that the rel-aiionship between any

economic indices used and ethnocentrism was a tenuous one and did not

warrant any definitive concLusions. This study, however, does not make

use of the California E-scale, of which the reader should keep in mind,.

lrlith occupation as the indicator of socio-economic status, Frenkel-

Brunswik (1950: 59) stated that:

Ethnocent.rism also seems more cLearly related to the occupational
affiliation of families than to purely economic factors, The
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parents and grandparents of unprejudiced chil-dren are signifi-
cantJ-y more often from professicnal fiel-ds. . " than are ethno-
centric chi ldren.

Individuaf ethnocentrism was not irighly correlated with specific

occupetional groupings. No occr4rational- group v¡as consistently high or

lov¡ for every sample. Several trends may be suggestecl: I) A higher

percentage of non-ethnocentric families will be for¡rrd among smaller

shoporvners. 2) A higher perceniage of ethnocentric famil-ies among the

working class

Noef (1964) feel-s that upper class minori-ty persons are more

likely to exhibit group disparagement than are lower cl-ass persons.

Banton (1,967 ) reported that neg-ative correl_ations have been

fourrd between sociaf status and ethnocentrism.

Col}_eg_e l"lajgr a1d Eth_noce3trisjn. Dinin (1963) saw those Jews

in search of their identity as young college intellectuals, especially

those with a rationalist, empiricist type of orientation. These

students have no 'truck' with organized religion of any kind.

Greenberg (f968), views college as a disaster area for Judaism

because whatever the nature of the studentrs corTrnitment, it tends to

decline in college. He feeLs that the r¡niversalist, secularist, life-

style of the campì.rs is highly destructive of Jewish étudent's remaining

ethnic loyarties and where Judaism is identified with the group and.

ethnocentrism; secularism with the universal concerns. Not surprisingly,

Jewish students opt for the secular alternative. The emotional recoil

of the Jewish student is intensified by the impact of the intellectual

challenge of college. This researcher points to a host of academic

areas--PsychoJ-ogy, Philosophy, Anthropology, Sociology--whose working
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assurnptions and research findings are contradictory to the traditional

teachings of Judaism. Further, there is a1so, associated with the above,

the porverful er,rotional, psychic gain of having been rwised up' and once

traditional assumptions about Judaism have been exposed or undermined,

the student may tend to identify everything he has been taught earlier

as tphonyr or c¡utdated.

Fein (f968) has indicated that sufficient d.ata on Jewish college

students is not available in the necessary scope and ''¿ariety. He points

out the tspace - time dilenrna,' i.e., the sociaf space and the intel-

lecÈual time in which the student sees himself. There has developed,

he feels, anrongi Jev¡ish college students tJ:e belief that the val-ues of

the acadenic commr:nity and a hiqh leve1 of Jewish commitment are antí-

ttretical--that the scholar, especially in the social sciences, must

divest himself of his parochial, particularistic loyaltiesr ênd Jewish

identity is seen as such a loyalty. Fein (1968) notes a tension between

the academic atmosphere and Jewish identity,

Frimer (1967) feels the colfege years correspond to a time for

ridentity search' a¡d 'convicÈion formation.' Ideas hitherto cherished

as group traditions are now eliposed to the competitive ferment and.

challenge of other systems of thought and comrn-it:nent and, are often

abandoned.

Axelrad. (1970) feels thaÈ Jewish college students, generally, are

not alienated from their Jewishness, but desire to rget perspectiver'

to gain fresh perspective on the value systems and identifications that

usually are not theirs but those of their parents and the campus atmos-

phere, especially the infl-uence of social science courses and philosophy,

encourage this process.
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Academic Pe::formance and Eth¡ocentrism. Fein (1968) noted that

the confl-ict betv¿een the secular values of the university and a hiqh

Ievel of commitment to Judaism appear to be clearest among the better

academics. He further adds that the Jewish community is decisively

nriddle-classn while tlle student ethic for many is anti-middle-cl-ass.

To these students, the Jev¡isir community presents a píctu::e of J-ablzrin-

thian complexity and sifent on most issues of concern to students.

The rationale for using the independent variab.les academic rnajor

and academic performance is that: (a) the sample under investigation

is composed. entirely of college students and, (b) there is almost no

research on how Jewish college students relate to, or feel about their

Jewishness, therefore, these two variables served an e>pJ-oratory

funciion.

Llequency of SyEgo_qt.ue Attendar.lc-e and Etþnocgllt-rism. A review

of avail-able literature in this area reveal-s that there does exist an

association between religion in general, and ethnocentrism, though the

underlying dimensions of this relationship are problematic. Shinert

and Ford (1958) have summarized the research in this area, focusing

on (Sanford, 1944¡ Levinson, 1949¡ Adorno et. al., l-950; Bettleheim and

Janowitz, 1950; Aliport, 1954) and concl-ude that: those who reject re-

ligion and inversely, those v¡ith a religious affiliation seem to be

more ethnocentric than those without such attachments. Adorno et. al.,

(1950) felt that subjects with religior:s affil-iations are not, generally,

ethnocentric.

In reviewing the literature cn frequency of attendance at s\¡na-

gogue and ethnocentrism, few studies ,,vere found directly related to
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these two variables. Adorno et. aI., (I95O) fou;:d no significant dif-

ference between those who attend often and those who seldom attend.

Those rvho do not attend seem to score noticeably lower on ethnocentrism

(as measured by the California E-scale). Kramer and Leventman (1961)

indicated that for third generation Jews their religious observance has

been reduced to an occasional acl<nowledgem.ent of synagogue and ritual

and that sentiment generally exceeds commitment. LazerwiLz and Rov¡itz

(1964) conclude that evidence points to a decl-ine in synagogue attendance

from generation to generation. Goldstein and Gol-dscheider (1968) found

a regufar pattern of decline in synagogue attendance of one week or

more with distance from the immigrant generation and that among third

generation Jews there appears to be a greater homogeneity torvard less

regular synagogue attend.ance. However, caution should be exercised in

interpreting frequenclz of synagogue attendance because many rituals of

Judaism are carried out in the hone.



CHAPTER IÏ

A BRIEF SOCTAL HISTCRY OF JE!.JTSH SETTLEME}ÏT

The persecution of Jews in Eastern Europe was, to a great extent,

responsibl-e for the growth of the Winnipeg and Manitoba Jewish community.

Large nunùcers of Jewish immigrants arrived in l^finnipeg following periods

of severe persecution. In l-882, it was pogroms in Russia, in the 1890's,

persecution in Rumania and, in 1905' oppression in Czarísl Russia.

TABLE 1

THE NUMERTCAL DTSTRIBUTTON AND DENSITY OF THE JE\¡üTSH POPUI,ATIOTÏ OF

wrNNrPEG, l-881 - 19614

Date Total Population Jewish Population Per cent Jews to Tota]

1881

r89 1

190I

19r1

L92L

19 3r

L94L

195r

1961

7,985

25,639

42,29O

136,035

r79,O87

294, l62
3O2,O24

354,069

475,989

2I

645

1r156

9,O23

L4,449

L7 ,663
L7 ,453

18, 514

L9,376

o.3

2.5

2.7

6.3
8.1
6.0

5.8

5.2

4.r

aRosenberg, Louis, "A Study of the Growth and Changes in the Distribu-
tion of tJ:e Jewish PopuJ-ation of Winnipeg, L96I. Canadian Jewish
Population Studies, Canadían Jewish Cornrnunity Series, Volume 2 Nunber 1.
Montreal: Canadian Jewish Congress, p.4

As seen in Table 1, the g:reatest immigration period of Jews to

Flinnipeg took place between l-9Ol- and 1931 where the Jewish population in-

creased by more than f61000. The period 1901 - 1911 saw the Jewish
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popul-ation increase by in excess of 7800, while the incr:eases for the

periods 1911 - L92I, and l-921 - 1931-, were 5400 and 32OO respectively.

The small ra-te of increase in the Winnipeg Jewish population from L94I -

1961 can be attributed mainly to the fact that the majority of Jewish

immigrants rvho have made Canada their home after Worl-d l¡Iar II have

settled in Montreal and Toronto, where empJ-oyment opportunities, housing

and Jewish community facilities were more attractive to new arrivals in

Canada, (Rosenbergl, Ì961: 6).

A. SETTLEMENT

1. _ Early Period (Befgre 1880)

Prior to 1880, there were few Jews in Winnipeg. These people

were engfaged :n the fur trade to St. Pau1, Minnesota. In the 1B7Ors,

there were several pedrars operating out of vtinnipeg, serling various

goods to settlers and railway v¡orkers across the province (Chiel, L961).

The reasons for the subsequent coming of the Jews to the Canadian

prairies are not altogether crear, but it may be assumed with some

accurasy that a small nunber followed the raiLway construction and

carried on business with the railway workers, when the railhead finally

reached I'linnipeg, some Jews decided to settle here and carried on their

trade, (Herstein, 1964).

Fur dealers were largely from Alsace-Lorraine, while the pedlars

were of both German and East European origin. The German Jews followed

Reform Judaism, which originated in Germany in r8l0 as a means of

modernizing traditional orr--hodox services, (segal, 1955). These earry

settlers were anxious to integrate thernselves into their nelv co'.:ntry
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and desired to rid themsel-ves of any "foreignness¡,, which proved to be

Ìargely u¡rsuccessful.

During 18BO and l-881 a number of Jews arrived. wj-th their fami-

lies, sorne to vlinnipeg, o-chers elsewhere in Manitoba. The Manitoba

Census of l-88I indicates that there \{ere thirty-three Jewish families

in the province, twenty-one in Winnipeg and twelve scattered ihroughout

other communities. Together with their family members they constituted

a totar Jewish population of approximateJ_y one hundred, (chiet , 196r) .

fn actual fact, the permarrent Jervish coirnnunity in Manitoba had

its beginnings in l-877 when Edmond Coblentz v¿as the first rnember of his

family to arri'¡e in Manitoba and the first Jew to settle here permanent-

ly, (Chiel, L96I)

Russian - Jewish Inrcnigration period (fggo - t9O5)

Pogroms on Je\^Is in Russia in 1881 and 1882 were Czarismt s ïesponse

to the revolutionary movement which climaxed in the assassination of
Alexander ff in 1881, (Herstein, Lg64). Russian Jews engaged in a mass

exodus and spread into I¡Iestern Europe, with ma-ny finding their way to
London, where the already large and establishec Jewish community re-
sponded to their plight by establishing a special conrnittee to care for
the refugees and assist them in migrating to North America. rt is inter-
esting to note that these Russian pogroms coincided. with the opening of
the Canadian l^test for settLement.

In l"Iay, 1882 twenty-three Jewish inunigrants reached In/innipeg,

and they were followed by an additional- two-hu¡dred ald forty-seven on

.rune 1' 1882. on Jr:ne 10 | rggz, a further seventy immigrants arrived,
maling tÌ¡ree hundred and forty in arl, (chieL, 196r). These Russian
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Jews brought vrith them a tradition of Zionism (a movement for coloniza-

tion in Pafestine and formation of a national- Jersish horne there), so-

cialism, anarchism and orthodo>qy. f'hese new immigllants were deeply-

rooted in "Tewish cultural and social .¡alues, which left their mark on

all aspects of Jelish life. The moral force that accompanied them was

orthodox worship and their imrnediate priorities vrere the establ-ishment

of a synagogue, cemetery, and a place of assembly to meet with their

friends. These immigrants establ-ished the Hebrew Cemetery of üIinnipeg

--the first Jewish cemetery in the city, (Chiel, 1961).

Their first synagogue, Beth EI, was a rented hall. Soon another

synagogue, Anshey Sephard. Anshy Russia, v/as started by the orthod.ox

group, who quarrelled with Beth Elrs membership, (Herstein, 1964). A

sptit took place again and the Dairy Synagogue was estab1:'_shed. fn

1883, the orthodox group for:nded the BrNai Israel Congregation and the

Reformed, tseth 81, (Herstein, \964). A cornerstone for the Shaarey

Zedek Synagogue was Laid on September 3, 1889. fn 1893, the Brnai

Israel united with several smalLer synagogues and built the Rosh Pina

synagogue. This congregation, traditionar and orthodox, appealed to a

large group of Jews, especially to the new immigrants, (Herstein, Lg64).

In 1904, the Holy Blossom Congregation was forned and later rena;ned.

shaarey shomayim congregation. Meanwhile, orthodox Jews built a large

synagogue, Beth Jacob, in 1904 in the North-end of the city to accom-

modate the Jewish population which moved north'.,¡ard to tJre area immedi-

ately tlorth of ihe canadian Pacific Railwayrs main ]ine, (Herstein,

1964)

3. 1905 Onward
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TABLE 2

SYNAGOGUES ESTABT,ISFIED TN !'JINNTPEG SINCE THE BEGTINNING OF THE JEWTSH
COMI'{UNITYd

Synagogue Year Established

Beth El
Dairy S1'nagogue
Anshey Sephard Anshey Russia
Stable Synagogue
Brnai fsrael
Beth El-
Beth El of fsrael
Shaarey Ze.lek
Btnai Israe1
Rosh Pina
Holy Blossom
Beth Jacob
B¡nai Abraham - ScLiultz St.
Brnai Zíon - Charl-es St.
Shaarey Shomayim
Adas Yeshururì - McGregor St.
Kil-donan Synagogue - LiIIian Ave.
Shaarey Zedek
Tifferes Israel - Powers St.
Tifferes Israel - Manitoba Ave.c
drevra Mishnayos - Stella Ave.
Synagogue - Nervton Ave.
Shaarey Zton - Aikins St.
Alteres Israel - I4agnus Ave.c
Lubavitcher - Magnus Ave.
Fort Rouge llebrew Congregation - Nassau St.
Ashkenazi Synegogue - Burrows Ave.c
Beth Judah
Shaarey Zedek - Wellington Crescentc
Rosh Pina - t{atheson Ave. c

Adas Yeshuru¡r (Herzlia) Synagogle - Brock e Coryd.onc
B'nai Abraham - EniskilLen Ave."
Cherna Mishnayos - Jefferson Ave.c

b
b
b
b

1883
]-884
1887
1890
1890
189 3
1904
r904
1906
1906
L907
L907
T912
1913
1913
1913
1913
1915
L917
19 t9
L922
l-922
1930
L932
1950
1951
1955
1958
196 3

aAdapted from Herstein (1964:180) and Chiel (1961¡87)

bora.= not availabLe

"Tho". synagogues in existence ioday
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Events in Russia between 1904-05 such as the Russo-Japanese

?Iar, revolution, counter-revolution and pogrorn-s set off another wave of

mass emigraLion similar to tl:e one of 1882. Many of these Russian Jev¡s

had alreadv received reports about life in Canada frorn kin and friends

and as a resuft, many of these refugees came to Canada a¡d a number

found their way to Winnipeg.

In the period 1905-21* Canadian immigration laws were such that

there 'rüas a steady flow of immigration from Eastern Ei:rope. There was

practically no inmigration between 19I4-I8* because of the war. Hcv¡-

ever, with the end of Wor1d War I and the Bol-shevik Revolution ín Russia

(1917-19), condítions for Jews continued to be anti-Semj-tic.

From 1917-2L*, despite the fact that the Revolution changed the

Russian governnìent, Jews were subjecte.l to -uhe same degrading

conditions that caused previous mass immigrations to Canada. In sum,

despite the ideologry that the new Communist government proclaimed, the

mass of Russian people lvere still virulently anti-Semitic.

Another contributory factor to immigration to CanaCa was that

Jews lived in a relatively small area in Russia called the "pale,'*

(which was that area designated by the government where Jews were allowed

to live). Poland was al-so included in t].is area of the Pale due to ex-

tensive boundary changes over the years.

From 1921-24* ¡ Canadian Imrnigration laws worked to hold down

Russian immigration. Some Jews, however, did arrive from Russia during

the period 1921-3I.

*interview exerpÈ
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From f93l-45* al-most the only kind of imnigraticn that took place

were certain German Jehrs who had enough money and were sponsored by kin

or friends in lVinnipeg.

From 1945-52* it is estÍmated that approximately I,OOO Jews,

survivors of the Nazi holocaust in Europe, came from refugee camps and

made their way to I{innipeg, again Ehrough kinship ties and friends.

Religious Iirstitutions

The orthodox element of the recent arrivals strengthened Jewish

religious life. rn 1907, the orthodox congregation, Beth Jacob, brought

inÈo Winnipeg the first ord.ained. Rabbir who soon became the Chief Rabbi

of htinnipeg. rn 1913, the shaarey zedek and shaarey shomayim, ideologi-

cally akin, merged a¡d became the Shaarey Zedek, (HersÈein, Lg64).

As the Jewish population grew a number of small-er congregations

trere estabLished, located in the North-end of winnipeg. These were

orÈhodox and catered to members of their own genet-ation. The rigidity

of orthodoxy allowed no frexibility for adaptation to changing condi-

tions and existed in conflict with the outside stream of l-ife to which

their chirdren were exposed. rn time, death thinned their ranks and

many of these synagogues ceased to exist. Of the fifteen orthodox syn-

agogues founded. between 1906 and L932, only seven remain today, (chiel,

1961) .

As order synagogues went out of existence, others, located in

newer sections of the city were established. rn the North-end, the

center of concentration of \,linnipeg's Jewish population moved steadily

*interview exerpt
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northv¿ard, and v¡ittr each successive move, synegogues were established

in the nevr neighbourhoods. The last synagogue to be established. in

North Winnipeg v¡as the Rosh Pina, completed Ín 1951, (CLriel, 1961).

The Jewish population of lrlest Kil-donan has gro\.{n steadily and the Brnai

Abraham congregation was established in 1958. The Last synagogue es-

tabl-ished in l^Iinnipeg \.{as the Chewra l,lishnayos in the Garden City area

cf West Kildonan in 1963.

The South-end Jewish consnunity in River Heights a¡rd Tuxedo, es-

pecially River Heights, has e>çerienced. a rapid grorvth similar to t].at

of tr^lest Kildonan andr. a nehT svnagoeuêr Shaarey Zedek was established

in 1950. The last River Heights synagogue built was the Ad.as yeshrrrtln,

i.e., the Herzlia, in 1955, (Herstein, 1964).

Communal Instjltulions

The deep-rooted trad.itions of the Russian Jews brought forth a

p1eÈhora of different crganizations and associations. East European

Jews brought with them traditions of community serf-herp and were in-

strltlnental in the development of benevolent societies, (Herstein I 1964).

When mass immigration was at its peak, these societies were the most im-

portant units of community organization, (Herstein, Lg64z25). organi-

zations were established such as the Hebrew Sick Benefit Society (1906);

Young Men's Hebrew Association (1919); North-End Relief society (1911);

the Hebrev¡ Progressive Aid Society (1914) and the Free Jewish Dispensary

(19Is)

World w*ar i created additional need.s to be l-ooked.after by charity

and winnipeg Jews participated in, and contributed to, the patriotic
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Fund' which looked after relatives J-eft behind by servicernen. In addi-

tion, Jews assumed cre obligation of helping the oppressed., needy Jevrs

in Europe who were uprooted by tJ:e rvar, (Herstein , 1964).

The year l9l5 was a time of consol-idation of Jewish organizations.

The United Relief of I^finnipeg resulted frorn the union of the two rival

charity institutions--the North-End. Relief Society and the United Hebrew

charities, (Herstein, 1964). ït was in existence unti] rg37, when it

was absorbed by the all-embracing Jewish Welfare Fr:nd., an organization

that introd.uced. fund-raising on a federated. basisr âDd allocated money

for various institutions and causes, (Herstein, I964J " The ,fewish

!{elfare Fund. operates on much the same basis today, eliminating a multi-

plicity of financial campaigns, duplications- a¡d waste and co-ordinating

many different institutions and organizations.

rt was also in 1915 that winnipeg Jewry vigorously pursued the

creation of a Jewish Congress to represent all Jews, and this same year

saw tl.e beginning of the democratically elected Canadian Jewish congress,

which came into being in 1919, (Herstein, 19642 3r-32). The canadian

Jewish Congress has its headquarters in Montreal, with branches in many

canadian cities and plays a very actíve role in ttre t{innipeg Jewish

community

An important welfare concern of the Jewish commr:nity was the care

of the aged- old Folkst Homes for Jews were estabLished in 1912 and

1919 and the present modern building was constructed in I94O and. has

been renovated and enlarged in recent years--sharon Home For the Aged,

(Herstein I 1964)

Medical care for poor Jews was of paramount concern to the Jewish
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conmunity. In L926 a free clìnic, on a modest scale¿ wâs established.

But the need for an adequate free clinic and. díspensary t{as so great

that fund.s were raised and a builcling constructed in L929, marking the

beginning of the I'lount Carmel Clinic, (Herstein, L964). The clinic Ís

still very much in operation today and provides free medical care and

some prescriptions for need.y Jews and non-Jews.

Jewish Social Welfare Organizations* started from a tradition of

Jews helping other Jews and changed. in form over the.years to corres-

pond with tTre changes that occurred as a result of the acculturation of

second generation Jews. In the early L94O's, llinnipeg Jews, along with

their American counterparts became ardare of the need for a re-d.efinition

of goals. This was in direct response to the knowled.ge that genocide

was taking place in Europe, although this was not generally acknowledged

by either the Canadian, American or British governments. This resulte¿

in a decision to establish the kind of organization that would embrace

the need.s of l-ocal Jews as wel-l as the needs of European Jews and was

called, Overseas Needs. Re-organization took place and an "umbrella"

organization was esta-blished to raise funds and began as the Jewish

Welfare Furid. This organization origínaIly looked after the fi:nding for

other locaL Jewish agencies and educational institutions. The Jewish

welfare Fund is stíl1 in existence today. However, at present, the

largest conrnunity organization, embracing all local needs, raising money

for rsraer and overseas needs, is the combined Jewish Appeal.

B. RESTDENTIAL SEGREGATTON

By segregation, this writer means the ecological process involv-

*interview exerpt
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ing the voluntary or involuntary seoaration of residence areas on the

basis of race, religion, or ethnic characteristics--the clustering to-
gether of people wÍth sim-ilar characteristics in residential areas,

(Gist and Fava, L956 and Theodorson anc1 Theodorson¡ 1969). Àccording

to Darroch and l"farston (1969 z7L) z

ResidenËial segregation is a key aspect of the sociai
tion of ttre city. The spatial d.istance between social_(such as ethnic groups or social classes) is not only
festation of urban sociar structure but, as a form oftiation itself, directly affects the nature of social
action and exchange...

organiza-
groups

a mani-
differen-
inte:r-

on the basis of inlinnipeg census research (Driedger and church,

1972) there was evidence for bot]. the I95l and 196I Canada census for
Slinnipeg that, Jews in the metropolitan area \^¿ere concentïated in
three d.ì-sÈinct areas--the North End (census tracts l-12) , West Kild.onan

(census tracLs 72, 73 anð,74) and, River Heights (census tract 48).

rt shourd be noted that only a very crude descriptive anarysis

of segregation and ethnic concentration wi1l be presented here and. the
discussion is intended only to provide the reader with an ind.ication of
tfie influence of the close social- environment present as a direct result
of these three areas of segregation.

Looking at ra-bres 3 and 4, it may be readily seen that substan-

tial changes harze occr:rred in the concentrations of winnipeg Jews from

the 1951 to the 1961 census periods, ai-though the Jewish population has

only increased by approximatery thirteen hr¡ndred. rn this ten year
period' Jews have steadily moved out of older housing areas located. in
the North End to ner.\rer residentiar- areas not yet developed in r-951. rn
195Ì' 68 per cent of t^Iinnipegrs Jews resided in the North End of the
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city as compared to 34 per cent in 1961. West Kildonan, in 1951 con-

tained only 12 per cent of the Jews in Winnipeg, whiie in 1961 this has

increased to 32 per cent. For River Heights in 1951, only I per cent

of Winnipegrs,Jer^/s lived in this area as compared to L7 per cent in

1961.

Viewing these concentrations by census tracts, the North End in

1951 contained 19 per cent of Winnipeg Jews, while in 1961 this figure

dropped to 9 per cent. For West Kildonan in 195I, Jews comprised 20

per cent of the census tract population whereas in 1961 they made up

30.5 per cent. River Heights, on the other hand., reflected a census

tract population of Jews in 1951 of 2I per cent, as compared to 28 per

cent for 196I.

since the 1951 census, a neh¡ residential area, Garden city (part

of l.ùest KiL<1onan) , tvith some very high middle and upper class socio-

economic status areas '¡il1r in all iikelihood, for the 1971. census re-

flect sËill higher concentrations of Jews in the Vüest Kildonan area.

Tuxed.o, a higrh socio-econo¡nic statr:s area (adjacent to River

Heights) has seen a considerable amount of e>çansion since tfre 1961

census. This area had, for many years been "closed" to Jews and, re-

cently, many Jews ha-'¡e been moving to this area. This area will likely

reflect a considerable concentration of Jews fcr the 1971 census.

rÈ will certainly be of interest to see what patterns of segre-

gation for both Garden city and Tuxedo emerge for the 1971 census.

Until the new census becomes available, however, the abcve statements

about these two areas should be interpreted cautiously.
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TABLE 4

PER CENT COMPOSITTON OF JEWS FOR TI-IE I{ORTH
HETGHTS FOR THE ]-95]- AND ]-961 CANADA

END, WEST KTLDONAN AND RIVER
CE¡ISUS ' 

T/I'INNTPEG*

Census Areas

1951 Census

Per cent

196I Census

Per cent

North End

West Kildonan

River Heights

68.4

11.8

1.3

33.7

31.6

16. I

Totals 81. 5 82.I

tc.rr"rr"ur of canada

C. PAROCHTAL EDUCATTON AND LANGUAGE MATNTENANCE

The new inunigrants were keenly interested in a Jewish education

for their cfrildren. Free public schools did not constitute a threat but

rather a "boonr" representing equal educational opportunities which they

had not received ín their native Pol-and and Russia. Those rvho could af-

ford the fees engaged a private Hebrew instructor, a "melamedr" or sent

their children to a private schocl or "cheder" for basic religious in-

struction, (Herstein, 1964). These, however, proved to be inadequate for

the growing needs and ideologically divergent factions within the growing

Jewish conrnunity. The first Jewish school, was establíshed in 1884 and

began with an enrol-ment of twelve students, (Chiel, 1961-zg4) t v¡ith yid-

dish being the language of instruction. Meanwhile, another religior:s

schoof had been opened by the English-spea-king leaders of Beth Er con-

gregation. Although there were fess than five hu¡dred Jewish residents

in Wínnipeg, two completely differing school systems had been established.

This proved to be a foreshadowing of future schisms in the conrnunity over
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the proper form a¡rd curriculum that Jewish education in VJinnipeg should

fo1low.

A Hebrew school was estal:rlished by the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue as

early as 1891. In time, Hebrew Religious Schools, Yiddish Progressive

Schools, Yidclish Socialist Schoolsr êrrd Congregational- Schocls uzere

founded--each reffecting a definte ideology of the members of its spon-

soring groups, (Herstein, L964).

Since its inception, l,.Tinnipeg's Jervish communi.ty has been charac-

terized by numerous disagreements. Differences existed beti,v-een wealth-

ier "old timers" and poorer "greenhornsr" Ashkenazic and sephardicr r€-

ligious orthodox and religious "modernists," religious and non-religious

or anti-religious, ZionisÈs and non-Zionists or anti-Zionists, Hebraists

anri Yiddishists, Soci-alists and Communists, Stalinists and Trotskyites.

These differences v¡ere, over time, refl-ected in the various progrranmes

adopted by the Jewish schools. However, despite these many splits, the

!'Iinnipeg Jev¡ish community has managed to retain a well-organized struc-

tr¡re and buitt many fine educational institutions, (Herstein, 1964:3).

11. Hebrew- neligious Jslgols

t".=" ar. Jewish schools where the language 9f instruction is

l*Hebrew has been the language of the Jewish people since ancient
times. After the destruction of the second temple (70 A.D. ) Hebrew re-
mained the language of liturgy and the literature. In the díaspora (the
distribution of the twel-ve tribes of Israel), Jews Ceveloped vernacul-ar
l.anguages and aII of these are written and printed in Hebrew characters.

Throughout history, the knowÌedge of Hel:rew has always been an
essential requirement of Jewish education--the study of the Bibl-e in the
original and a good reading k-nowJ-edge of the Hebrew prayers. For many
centuríes, Hebrew was mainly used for ii+-erary purposes and as the
language of worship. Fiebrew was the important link that held the Jewish
people toEether for the nany centuries of their difficult existence in
the diaspora. Hebrerv is now the language of the state of Israel,
(Herstein, 1964: 45-56)
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which stress is l-aid r.rpon Hebrew. ReJ-igious studies form

the curriculurn of these schoois.

Jervish immigrants of the pre-1882 era sent tleeir children to pub-

lic schools where no Yiddish or Hebrelv coul-d be learned. The Russian

Jews who came after L882 were deeply cornrnítted to a Jewish education to

supplement the secular studies of the pr:blic schools: In 1883/ Beth EI

congregation estabfished a sabbath school, (Herstein, Lg64). Economic

conditions prevented many orthodox parents from giving their children

Hebrew instruction and great nr¡nbers of chilciren received no parocl:ial

education. To alleviate this vacuun, tJ.e Shaarey Zedek Hebrew School

was esta-blished in 1891, but soon ceased to funcÈion.

The influx of new immigrants from Runania in the late 1890's in-

creased the Winnipeg Jewish population and added additional children who

received no parochial education. Leaders set themselves the task of

establishing a Tal-mud Torah, to be a coilrnunal institution where no one

would be barred because of inability to pay tuition fees, (Herstein,

1964). A school was started in 1891 and named the King Edward School,

where the cr:rricuh¡n was sÈrongly orthodox, (Herstein, Lg64). However,

the Zionists and Orthodox quarrelled and the school cLosed within a

short period of its opening. Also, the population had shifted. out of

this area to the l.Torth-end of the city about this time, (Herstein, Lg64).

rn 1906, the Zionists started the B'nai Zion synagogue with a

Hebrew school. Soon enrolment becarne too large and in I9O7 it offered

to share liebrew education wíth the entire community and the l{innipeg

Free school--Talmud Torah was established, (Herstein, 1964). rt had a
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curriculún of religious I{ebrew education. fn 1913 a larger building was

constructed and a Board of Education estabfished to arbitrate any dis-

putes that may arise. Tn 1913 a branch of the school was started for

those living north of the centraL school- in the Adas Yeshurun Synagogue,

and in 19 18' 1920 and 1921 additional- branches'v/ere opened in several

areas throughout the city, (Ilerstein, 1964). New structures were opened

again in 1923 and 1925. A new building to accommodate the needs of

North üIinnipeg a¡rd West Kildonan was built in 1954 and ís still in oper-

ation today.

Herzlia Acad.emv

The Jewish population in River Heights continued to increase and

tltere was a great need to establish Jewish school-s for their children.

Parents favoring a Progressive yiddish Education started, in 1953 a

bra¡ch of the Peretz School--The River Heights School- for Jewish Child-

ren, (Fierstein , L964). Also, some sixty-five children attend.ed a branch

of the Tarmud Torah opened in River Heights. rn 1954 a merger of t.l-e

two schools took pIace, and the Herzlia Acad.emy was estabtished with a

Hebrew curricul-r.m. This school has now amalgamated with the Shaarey

Zedek Religious School and only operates a night school, (Herstein, 19642

e2).

Joseph Wolinskl¡ CoLlegiate

In 1959, another building was added to -uhe Talmud Torah--this was

the home of the Joseph wolinsky collegiate, which operates as the high

sdrool section of the Talmud Torah. ïn adcition to Hebrew studies, its
English section carries on the regular high school curricuh¡n. fhe
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sÈudents attending this schoot, therefore, must do v¡elL enough in their
studies to ha¡dle a double course load. Graduates of this school ca¡r

enter Jev¡ish Theological seminaries or become Fiebrew teachers, (Herstein,

1964) "

Maimoni.de: College

This is an institution of advanced Hebrew studies

1950. ft is a four year course, on a high school Ievel,
Hebrew, (Herstein, 1964). Upon completion, graduates may

the teaching profession cr a Jewish TheorogÍcal seninary.

.)
2. Yiddj-sh- progressive Schools

These were schools where tlre language of instruction \rras yiddish.
These schools werer generalJ_y, secular, n.ationalist and socialist in
ideology' since Yiddish was the language of the Jelish masses, yiddísh

was to be used to spread the socialist message. The influx of Jervish

immiqrants to vüinnipeg between l-905 and tglo brought youths who were

socialists witl a revolutionary outl-ook on the worl-d and Jewish problems,
(Herstein, L964). The National Radicar schoor was opened in r9r4, and

re-named. the r.L. peretz school in 1g15, (Herstein, 1964). The curricu_
h¡n was securar and carried out in yiddish. rn 1930, a few unhappy

teachers left tÌ¡e peretz School and. estabrished their cvrn schoor, the
Folk school, where equal ti¡ne was to be devoted to Flebrew and zionists

2-Yiddish is beLieved to date back to the tenth or eleventh century.rt was the language of Jews in the German provinces of the Rhinerand

established in

carried out in

enter either

I

I
I

I
J

j

who spoke a r-ocal Germa¡ diarect intermingred with Hebrew.expressions.when Jews settred in por-and, the ukraine and other East European coun-tries' many slavic words were adoptecl and included in the ì_anguage. Thismixture of ranguages, printed and written in Hebrew characters, becamethe vernacular of Jews in the western worrd, (Herste in, rg64t46).
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principles. This school_ carried on until 1944, when it re-united with

the Peretz school under the new name of the r.L" peretz Folk school,

(Herstein I 1964). The enrolment of the school has steadily dropped and

a few years ago, the building on Aíkins in the North-end was vacated

and a srnaller school was establíshed in Garden City, the peretz School.

3. Yiddish Social_ist Schools

A splinter group who broke away from the Radical School in 1917

organized the Liberty Temple Association, inaugurating the lvorkersl

Forum, (Herstein, 1964). This group was very much influenced by the

Russian Revolution and its support came from the rad.ical Jewish working

masses who were not satisfied with the current Jewish educational ser-
vices- A school was opened in 1916 but soon closed. rn I9L7 another

school opened but is was closed within a year. The Arbeiter Ring school

opened its doors in 1921 to be supported by class-conscious socialisi
working men, (ilerstein, 7964). Dissention arose and the school,s name

was changed. to Arbeiter Ring Liberty Tempre school_. rn l-937 it was

forced. to close, (HersÈein, L964¿I24-L2S).

when the Arbeiter Ring withdrew frcrn the Arbeiter Ríng Liberty
Tem¡rle school, leftists assumed. control, injected Marxian interpreta-
tions and re-named the school Liberty Temple school. rn 1g4o its name

was changed to Sholem Aleichem School, (Herstein, Lg64). There was

much anti-communist feering directed by the Jewish commr:nity toward

this school and the school- ceased to function in Lg63, after its fr:nds

were cut off blr the Jewish welfare Fund, (Herstein , Lg64:r30).

L Congregational Schools

these are Jewish schools, similar to the Hebrew Religior:s schools,
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but are operated through individual synagogue congregations usually,

primarialy for the children of members.

The Shaarey Zedek ConEregation was the first to devote itself to

Jewish education in winnipeg, but gave this u,o when the TaLmud Torah was

established. Classes were begun after the conrpletion of the new Shaarey

Zedek Sunagogue in 1950. Enrol¡nent soon increased to the point that a

new school building, separate from the synagogue was established and is

still in operat.ion today. After the Rosh pina Slzn¿gogue was built in

L952 a Hebrerv school was started., the Rosh Pina Hebrew School was started

and is sii1l in operation today.

TABLE 5

THE CURRENT ENROLMENTS FOR WINNTPEG JEVüÏSH SCHOOLS, L9724

SchooI Pupils
Teachers

English Hebrew

TaImuC Torah

Peretz School

Rosh Pina Hebrew
School

bHerzIl_a

Ramah School-c

640

250

L40

L20

418

30 30

7A

tl

I
o

11

Totals 1568

"D.tu. obtained from personal conversations with officiars
from each of the above schools.

"Herzlia operates a night school only.
tR.pr.""rrts Shaarey Zedek Hebrew School

D. EIIDOGAMY

6648

This refers to the custom requiring marriage within one's own
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group. This has always been a vitally impo::tant mechanism employed by

Jev/s to avoid the assimilation of the group. The rate of endogamy will

provide an indication of to what degree members of the group are still

bound to the grouprs cu]tural heritage and social networks. As seen in

Table 6, the data reported by the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and.

Biculturalism 4, 1969 indicated tfrat the râte of male and female endo-

gamy for l4a¡itobars Jews in l-961- was significantly higher than for any

of the other groups l-isied. Thj-s rate for Jervish ma]es and females

'¡tas 92.8 per cent and 96.8 per cent, respectively, indicating that ex-

tensiv'e social networks are very much in operation within the vüinnipeg

Jewish community.

TABTE 6

THE ÐECREASING RATE OF IvlAT,E AND FEMALE ENDoGAMY AS A PER CENT FoR
MANTTOBA, 19614

Rank

MAIE

Group Per cent
FEI"IALE

Group Per cent

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

Jewish

British
Dutch

Asiatic
Ukrainian
German

Frenctr

Italian
Other European

Russian

Polish
Scandinavian

92.8

77.4

72.9

70.6

68.7

63.4

62.9

57.8

50.4

46.9

44.6

35. 3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

II
I2

96.8
?or

78.8

74.L

65.4

62.9

6J..7

58.3

53.6

47 "7
45.4

34.6

Jewish

British
Asiatic
Dutch

Ukrainian
Italian
German

French

Other European

Russian

Polish
:icandanavr an

aRoyaI

Queen's
Commission on
Printer, p.

Bilingualisni and
295.

Biculturalism 4, 1969. Ottawa:
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E. MASS MEDTA (NEI^¡SPAPERS)

Jews have al-ways.been a hiEhry r-iterate people, interested in
analysing and interpreting events. l"la¡ritobars Jews ,l.ecid.ed quite early
that they shour-d have a press of their own. There existed a very real
need for a Yiddish newspaper in Manitoba to provide information aþout

news in the Jewish world, and for the interpretation of world events
and locar nev¡s in order to forge a comnu¡rication r_ink with the or-d

wo::ldr to gr¡i¿e, to interpret, to exhort and to teachi (Chiel , ]]96L:
I23) .

The first newspaper to appear was the Echo jn ]::906, which operated
for only a few months, (Chiel, f961) . The next venture r,vas undertaken
in 1910 when the Jewish socialists of winnipeg began the winnipeg cour_
ier, a parrphlet containing socialist-oriented articres and. carrying on

political campaigns for socialist candidates. Liberal supporters, at
the same time, published a yiddish pamphlet entitred the Free voice,
(Herstein, 1964) - At the conclusion of this political campaign both
these prrblications ceased. to exist.

The next newspaper to appear on the winnipeg scene was the
canadia¡r rsraerite in r91or (chiel, 1961). rt was converted in r-914

from a weekly to a da-iryr and at this ti-rne, was the only yiddish daily
in canada' The name of the paper was changed to the rsraelite press in
1954, (chiel, 1961) - This newspaper had a powerful infl_uence in mourd-
ing Jewish opinion in Manitoba anci western canada and spoke ouÈ boldly,
always strongly advocating Jewish rights and. came to be accepted as

representative of Jewish opinion by both loca1 and national readers,
(chiel, 196r)- rn rg2o, +rre editors of the canadian rsraerite decided
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to issue an Anglo-Jewish weekly, the Guardian, but after six months it

was decided to concenirate excl-usively on the yiddish language.

However, there was an ever growing nu:nber of Jews v¡ho had grov¡n

up in Canada and who read English more fluently than they did Yiddish,

and an eager readership existed for a nevr Aaglo-Jewish publication,

(chiet, 1961). In 1927 another Anglo-Jewish weekly, the western Jewish

News was established" This newspaper, along with the Israelite press,

have maintained fairly good círculations and interest'ea readers in

Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

winnipeg, which contains virtually all of Manitobars Jewish popu-

lation, has maintained and continues to maintain a dynamic Jer¡¡ísh cul-

tural and conum:nity life. fhe Jewish conn-ruriity has been strong in its

Jewish affiliations and. secure in its relationship to the non-Jewish

ruorld. It was largely the Eastern European Jews, through thej.r numerì-

cal supremasy, that provided the tremendous enthusiasm a¡d Ínfluence

tl¡at made them the dominant immigrant group in Manitoba, (chieI, 1961).

These Jews determined tÏ¡e direction in which the Jewish cornmunity was to

take and is taking to this day. Most of these immiqrants were deeply-

rooted in Jewish life and they transplanted these traditions to their

new Canadian homes.

Manitoba's multi-ethnic population (French-Canadian, Icelandic,

Mennonite, ukrainian, polish, etc.), who were permitted to maintain their
religious and cultural traditions and esiablished their own parochial

schools, served as a clear example to l4anitobars Jews, who were also en-

courageci to preserve their own ethnic heritage.

Today, a large rnajority of the adult Jewish commr:nity are canadian-



born. By and large, these people identify posítively rvith

and have continued to supoort the many Jewish institutions

their parents and grandparents. There is much coordinated

today's Jewish conununity in contrast to the great zeal and.

of ttie early East European inunigrants, but community effort

ment is still at a high leve}.
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CHAPTER ITI

METTiODOLOGY

PopBlation and Senp}

The populatj-on consisted of all full or part-time Jewish under-

graduate students attending d.ay classes at The University of l4anitoba,

Forth Garry carnpus (including university college, st. John's college

or St. Pauf's Co]lege). Only those students in years f, II, and fII

of the acadeniic program were included in the popuJ_ation.

The sample of Jewish undergraduate students used in this study

were taken from the larger university of Manitoba Ethnic survey sample

(N= 1560) coll-ected by the Ethnic ldentity Research Tea¡t

during the 1970-71_ academic session (Driedger, I}TL). The sample con_

sisted of all uncergraduate students attending classes in slots el-even

and twelve. These slots were ra¡domly selected.

A total of r14 questionnaires v¡ere returned by undergraduate

students of Jewish background.. lwo of these were rejected because of
inadequate completion, leaving a final sampre size of 112.

Of the usable questionnaires, the largest majority

under crassroom administration, while a smal1 nurnber were

studenÈs, completed and returned to the classroom.

fnstn¡nent

r^¡ere completed

taken home by

The instn¡aent utilized was a seven part, forty minute structured
questionnaire. The questionnaire (see Appendix f) was designed by the

Driedger Ethnic rdentity Research Team to obtain information on the re-
spondentsr evaLuations of their ow.r¡ and other ethnic and reJ-igious groups.

49
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The guestionnaires were adm.iniste,red to irndergraduate stud.ents

attending day classes at Ttre University of Manitoba du-ring the l-970-71

acade¡nic session. In a1l cases, students were notified that participa-

tíon in the Ethnic survey was of a sÐ:ictly voluntary nature and that

all data collecteC would be treated confidentiallv.

The questionnaires were adrn-inistered ì-n or.ru of two ways: l)

Cl-assroom--where a member of the Research Team adrninistered question-

naires during a regular cl-assroom period, giving necessary instructions,

and collecting corpleted questionnaires at the conclusion of the period,

2) Take home--questionnaires were distributed with an attached cover

letter containing detailed instructions and collected during the next

scheduled classroom meeting (in those cases where it v¡as not possiJcle to

use a classroom administration procedure) such as Introcluctory Biology

and Psycfrology classes, where television lectures were taking p1ace.

The parts of the questionnaire used. for this study includeC: 1)

a Personal Inventory Scale (Part f), 2) a modified Bogard.us Social Dis-

tance Scale (Part ff) and, 3) two sets of Osgood Semantic Differential

scales (Part Vr), using the concepts rcurtr:re' and.'faith' (see Appendix

r).

Hvpotheses

On the basis of the literature review, the writer developed fif-

teen hypotheses. The first hypothesis deals with the major aspect of

this study, the over-all association between Jewish ingroup loyalty, as

measured by tl:le respondents' attitudes toward their ethnic 'culture'
and rfaithr' and outgroup evaluations, as measured by social_ distance

responses tor+ard twenty selected outgroups. The next two hypotheses
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deaf with Icul-turer and 'faithr' and the associations of each with out-

group evaluations. The next two hypotheses look at. two separate aspects

of the rel-ationship betrveen the two elements of ingroup loyarty--'cur-

ture' and tfaith. I The next five hypotheses r:eflect on the relati.onship

betv¡een th.e variables: generation Ca:ladian, socio-economic statì.1s,

academic m.ajorr academic performance, frequenry of attenda¡ce at syna-

gogue and 'cul-turer and 'faith.' The next hypothesis d.eals v¿ith the

association between the variables frequency of attendänce at synagogue

and generation Canadian. The last four hlpotheses deal with selected

aspects of Jewish respondents' social- d.istance rankings and eval-uations.

A separate discussion of each of the variabl-es utilized in this study

will follow later.

Hypothesis 1 Jer¡rish undergraduate students will shcw no corrsis-Lent
relationship (either positive or negative) between in-
group loyalty and outgroup e-raluations.

Hypothesis 2 Jewish undergraduate students will evaluate their ethnicrculture' positívely while manifesting negative out-
group evaluations.

Hypothesis 3 Jewish undergraduate students will show no consistent
reLati.onship between their 'faithr orientations and
their outgroup evaLuations.

Hypothesis 4 Jewish undergraduate students i.¡ilI indicate a negative
relationsÌrip between the two elements of ingroup J_oyalty
( I cultr:re' and ' faith' ) .

Hypothesis 5 For Jewish underqraduates, rculÈure' will elicit con-
sistentry positive responses whereas, ,faithr' will be
evaluated in a more negative manner.

Hypothesis 6 First generation Canadian iewish students wilI show
positive attitudes toward both their ethnic 'culturet
and rfaithr' while third generation Jewish students wil_l_
evaluate their ethnic 'curtr:re' positively and their
faith' negatively.

Hypothesis 7 The frequenry of attendance at synagogue will be rower



Hypothesis 8

ilypothesis 9

Ily-oothesis 10

Hypothesis 11

Hypothesis 12

Hypothesis 13

Hlpothesis 14
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for the third generation than for either the first or
second generation among Jewish undergraduate students.

Jewish undergraduate studenLs comirrg from low socio-
econoruic status families will manifest positj.ve atti-
tud.es toward both their ethnic rculture' and 'faithr'
ín contrast to those stuclenLs fronr high socio-economic
status famil-ies, while those students in the middLe
category of socio-econonric status will eval-uate their
ethnic 'culture' positively rvhile showing negative
I faith I eval-uations .

Jewish undergraduates in their first year (no declared
major) will show positive attitudes tov¡ard their ethnic
rculture' and negative evaluations of their etlrnic
'faithr' while students with Sccial Sciences - Humani-
ties rnajors will manifest negative atÈitudes toward both
their ethnic 'cufture' and 'faith' in contrast to those
students v¡ith a rProfessionalt type of course orienta-
tion.

Jewish undergrad.uate students with l-ow academic per-
formance will manifest positive attitudes toward. both
thei.r ethnic rculture' and 'faii-h' in contrast to those
students with high academic _oerformance, whiie those
students in the middle range of academic performance
will show positive attitudes toward their ethnic 'cul-turer
and negative attitudes toward their ethnic 'faith.'

Jewish students with a high frequency of attendance at
synagogue will show positive attitudes toward boi.h their
ethnic 'culturer and tfaitht in contrast to those stu-
dents with a low frequency of attendance, while those in
the niddle range of synagogue attendance v¡ill_ manifest
no consistent rel-ationship between their frequency of
synagogue attendance and either positive or negative
attitudes towarcl either their ethnic tcul-ture, or 'faith.'

For Jewish und.ergrad.uate students, Iow, rnedium and high
socio-economic status groups r"rí11 respond in similar
fashion to the social distance rankings of the groups.

For Jewish undergraduate students, there will be more
sociaL distance expressed towarC tracialt grrouÞs than
toward ethnic groups on the social- distance scale.

Jewish rrndergraduate students wil-t consistently indicate
greater social- nearness toward their ov,¡n group than to-
ward. any other on the social distance scal_e.

Jewish undergraduate students wiL1 ïate Germans in theHy¡rothesis 15
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m-ost negative fashion, forlov¡ed crosely by canadian
fndians and Eskimos, whiclr rviIl likewise be rated
negatively.

Table 7 indicates a visual sr.unmary of the expected relationships

bei''r¡een the variabl-es. The e><pected. rel-ationships were postulated on

the basis of the literature review. A discussion of the rraria-l¡l-es wiLl

follon"¡.

Jewi s L ]ttgr oup _-Lgv.alÞz

Jewish ingroup loyarty is theoretica]-ly defined as, loyalty to-
ward the ingroup e>çressed as positive attitudes by the respondents' to-
ward their ethnic rculture' and,faith.! rt is assu¡¡ed here that, posi_

tive ingroup loyalty is functionaf toward the continued maintenance of
the .Tewísh group and conversely, tJrat negative attitudes are dysfr:nc-

tional to continued group maintenance.

Ingroup loyalty is operationatly defined as positive attitudes
e>çressed by respondents toward both their ethnic ¡culture' and 'faith'
measured by two ten scale-item osgood semantic Differential- scales (see

Appendix r). These scales measure the individuals' reactions to semantic

objects in terms of bipolar scales defined with contrasting adjectives

at each end. As a result of numerous ratings and. factor analyses, repli-
cations of Èhis procedure have established the sta-bility of three dimen-

sions of meaning: 1) eval_uative, 2) potency and 3) activity. Semantic

Differential research invol-ves using seven-point, biporar adjective
rating scales. Research indicates that a means comparison is the pre_

ferred procedure in most Semantic Differential studies, (ueise, l_969).

The general val-idity of thÍs scal-e for rneasuring attitudes is supported
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TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF EXPECED RELATIONSHTPS OF JEWTSH INGROUP LOYALTY
(CULTIJR.E AND FATT}I) BY OUTGROUP EVALUATTONS, ÀND OTI]ER. VARTABLES
(GENERATÍON, SOCIO-ECONOI'1IC STATUS' ACADE¡lIC I'rAJOR. ACADEÙIIC PER-

FORT4ANCE AND FREQUENCY OF SYNAGOGUE AITE}IDANCE) FOR JËI{ISH I]NÐER-
GRADUATE STUÐENTS

(Dependent)
Varia-b1e

(Independent)
Variables

JEWISH ITJGROI]P LOYALÎY

Ethnic 'Culturet Ethnic'Faithl
¡Ieqative Posítive Negative Posítive

A. Outgrogp Lvaluations
Negative

Pcsitive
X

B: General Variables
ffiar,'

First
Second (laixed)

Third

X

x ,r

X

I Socio-Economic Status t

High

Medium

Low

X

x

x

x

x

X

rAcademic Maiort

Year I
Social Sciences - Huma¡ities

Professional
X

x

x

X

x

X

tAcademic Performance'

High

Medium

Low

x

x

X

rSynagogue Attendance'

High

l"fedium

Low x

x

X

X

xExpected 
Re lationships
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by the fact that it yields results when it ís so ernployed and by stud.íes

which have compared semantic Differential measu::ements r¡rith attitude
measurenents on the traditionaL scales (such as Likert, ThursÈone) etc.
(Heise, 1969).

. 
Plean scores on each of the two semantic Differential scales were

computed, and those respondents falring below the group mean rrere cate-
gorized. negative in their rcul-trrre, and ,faiilr, attitudes, while those

who scored above the mean as positive. The group mean for the ten
rculture'scales wap 50.2 and 49"o for the,faith, scales. The seven_

point Semantic Differential scales were scored with one being the most

positive and sevelt, the most negative.

The ten scares chosen for this study out of thre original twenty_
five were made on the basis of: (a) their Ínterpretabitity as positive-
negative in terms of the Jewish rculture'and rfaithr, (b) their ease

of interpretatíon as functional--dysfunctj-onal toward the continued. main-
tenance of the Jewish group and, (c) as a result of a factor analysis
done on both sets of scales for the sampre und.er stud.y. Ar1 ten scar-e_

ítems chosen fell within the "evaruatíve,, dimension of meaning as a

direct result of the original twenty-five scale-items,
being heavillz weighted toward. this one factor.

Bipolar adjectives represent a simpl-e economical means for ob-
taining data on peoprers reacti-ons and. ratings on bipolar ad.jectives
tend to be correLated, (Heise, 1969). Further, Heise (1969) has indi_
cated that group means are highly reliabre and stabi_e even when the
samples of subjects are as smalr as thirty. rt shourd. be kept in mind
that it was a pragtnatic decision to utilize the semantic Differential,
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for the consùruction of an index to meaningfuily represent the multidi-

mensionaL aspects of ethníc identification goes beyoncì the scope of Lhis

study.

A.-_jutglloup Eyef-uations

The outgroup evaluations of Jewish undergraduate students is

operationally defined by responses toward el-even ethnic and nine 'racial'
giroups on a modified Bogardus social Distance scale. Ttle Bogardus

scaLe measuïes the degree to which the twenty outgroups mentioned above

are accepted or rejected in terms of seven possible degrees of social

intímary (see Appendix I). They were scored with one (would marry) as

the most favorabl-e and seven (wou1d bar from the cor:ntry) as the most

ur¡favorable. This scale is essentially a technique for scaling atti-

tudes to tneasr:re the social-psychological distance between a person and

various ethnic and nationality groups.

This scale hTas chosen for its ease of ad.ministration and wide

adaptabirity. The Bogardus scale offers a simple means to obtain si-
multaneous regponses to a considera-ble number of groups.

scores ranging from a mean of l.oo to L.94 for the twenty out-

groups were scored as positive in outgroup evaluations, while scores of
1.95 or better as negative in outgroup evaluations.

Although scores on a Bogrardus scale d.o not in any way constitute

a completely adequate index of outgroup orientations and eval-uations,

it was felt to be r:sefuL for the limited scope of this research study.

B. General Variables

Generation Canadian: Operationally, Èhe generation Canadian of
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respondents ! was deternined by the birthptace of the respondent and

parents. To determ-ine the generatj.on of the responclent the following

criteria were employed: first generation canadian was one who is

foreign-born with foreign-born parents; second. generatiorr Canadian one

who is native-born of foreign-born or ,'mixed" parentage (where one

parent is Canadian-born and one parent European-born); third generation

canadian was one who is native-born of native-born parents, (Nahirny

and Fishman, 1966)

Sgcio-ecolomig status: Operationally, socio-economic status v¡as

based on the occupation of the respondentsr father, nreasured by

Blishenrs socio-economic index (1967), ranking occupations in terms of
education and income. itarner et al. , (Ig4g) and Kahl and Davis (1955)

and many others have indicated that of the three prímarf indicators of
socio-economic status- -occufation, education and income--that occupa-

tion is the best single indicator" The following criteria were employe¿

to differentiate the respondents: high socio-economic status (Blishen

categories 1 and 2), medir¡n socio-econom-ic status (Blishen categories 3

and 4) and, low socio-economic status (Blisiren categories 5 and 6).

Academic.majcr is operationally defined as the respond.ents' major

area of study. These study areas v¡ere roughly categorized as: 1) year

I--first year students with no declared major area, 2) Social Sciences_

Hunanities--psychology, Anthroporogry, sociorogy, Economics, politicaJ_

science, Engrish, crassics, philosophy, etc., 3) professionar--sociar

Work' Nursing, Engineering, and 4) Science--Microbiology, Botany, ZooLogy,

Chemistry, Physics, etc.

Academic performance v¡as operationally defined according to the
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respond.entsr grade-point averages, e>+)ressed in one of three ways--as a

per cent, letter grade or actual- grade-point average. In the first tv¡o

cases, these were converted to roughly equivalent grade-point a!'erages.

Performance was trichotornized according to the followinç¡ criteria: hígh

academic performance as a 3.5 to 4.0 grade-point, medium performance as

2.50 to 3.49 and, Iow performance, below a 2.5 grade-point average.

Frecl.uejrcY_ of. synagogue attenda¡ce was operationally defined ac-

cording to self-reported. ractual-r frequencies of attendance. fnis was

classified as: high frequencj/ of attendance--every week, about tr¡¡ice a

month and about once a monthi medium frequency--several times a yeari

and 1ow frequenry--no attendance and about one a year or less.

Statistical Tests

The statistical measlrre to determine che level- of associaÈion

between the ordinal variables (outgroup evaluations, academic major,

academic performance, generation Canad.ian, socio-economic status, fre-

quenqf of synagogue attendance) and, the ordinal variable - (ingroup

loyalty as rcultr¡re' and rfaith') was Gamma (And.erson and. Zeldítch,

r96a¡ Freeman, 1965; Goodman and Kruskal, 1954 and Meulier, scheussler

and Costner, 1970)

Garnma was developed by Goodman and KruskaL (1954). It is possible

to give Gamma a "Proportional Reduction in Error" (p"R.E.) interpreta-

tion, which is the degree to which error may be reduced through intro-

duction of the independent variabLe in relation to the dependent vari-

ab1e, as compared to knowÌed.ge of Èhe dependent variabre a]one, (costner,

1965). Association is understood as a matter of "gruessing" values of
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one variabl-e on the basis of values of another. i^Iith ordinal scales the

primary problem is that of guessing order. The problern may be concep-

tualized as the degree to v¿hich an individ.uaL's rank in one ordinal

scale is predictable from his rank in another. The degree of associa-

tion is dependent on the amount of same order "ag'reement" or, opposite

order "inversion" of the scal-es.

Garmna is a measure selectively responsive to the degree of as-

socj-ation between two sets of ordered categories. rb may be applied

to a cross-tabul-ation of any size. Ganuna is "margin-free" in that its

range of va]ues from -1.00 to +1.0O is not limited b1' margj-nal frequen-

cies. Although marginal frequenci-es do not affect the magnitude of

camma, they do affect the proportion of pairs involving ties. since

Gamma is based on the predictabirity of order for untied pairs only,

the concentration of margi-nal distribution in a few categories reduces

the nr:rnber of r¡¡tied pairs.

where paired distribution of scores were available, as in the

use of rcultr¡ret andtfaitJrt and outgroup evaluations, pearson rts \^rere

calculated, j-nvolving correJ-ation coefficients. fn addition, r's were

calculated for each of the relationships between the variables as r

provides a muctr more conservative estimate of the degree of association.

For each of ttre reLationships between arr of the variables

either a Chi-squire of Yates I Correction for Continuity (where table

entries are five or l-ess) was calculated. The value of chi-square is

not afiected by rearrangements of the rows or col-umns. chi-square was

used as a means to test statistical significance for contingensy tables.

while this chapter has focused. on the research design of the
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study, ttre next chapter will discuss -uhe research findings.



CHÄPTER TV

ÐATA AN.ALYSIS

The following chapter is divirled into three sections. The first

section of this chapter discusses the correlation between the two indi-

cators of ingroup loyalty - ('curturer and'faith') and their correla-

Èion with the variable, outgroup evaluations. The second section dis-

cusses the association between each of the six variables (outgroup evaf-

uations, academic major, academic performance, socio-economíc statr:s,

generation ca¡radian and frequency of synagogue attendance) with the

variabl-e, ingroup loya1ty. In addition to this, each variable rvas exam-

ined for a possible significant relationship with outgroup evaluations

as well as any significant rel-ationships among the other variables. The

third and final section invol-ves analyses of hypotheses specifically

concerned with the Bogardus Social Distance scafe.

flgroup Loyalty and Outgroup Evaluations

It was stated in hlpothesis ,one that, Jewish und.ergraduate stu-

dents would show no consistent relationship (either positive or negative)

betl¡een the respondents' ingroup loyalty and their outgroup evaluations.

As seen in Table 8 this hypothesis has been confirmed. There is a

slight negative, but no significant relatiorrship between the respond.entsl

attiÈudes toward their ethnic 'culture' and 'faith, and their outgroup

evaluations.

These findings substantiate the research of social scientists
(Fishman, 1955i Lazervrltz, 1953 and Rothman, 1965) who found no consis-

tent relationship between ingrouo loyarty and outgroup evaluations.

6l
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Also supported is the skepticism regarding the postulated uniform co-

occurrence of ingroup loyalty and outgroup rejection voiced by others

(campbell and Levine, l-965; Merton, L957; swartz, 196l- and ÞIilliams,

L964).

The findings reported here cast doubt on both those types of

studies which fou¡rd: (a) a positive ingroup-outqroup relationship
(Lewin, I94a¡ Noel, 1964¡ Sarnoff, 1951 and Trentr 1953) and more im_

portantly, (b) a negati're ::elationship between ingroup loyalty and out-
group rejection, the classic, rigid Sumnerian-Adorno formulation sub-

stantiated by others (Adelson, 1953a and 1953b; Chein and Hurwitz, l95O;

clínard anc1 Noel-, 1958; pearl , rg54; Radke a¡rd Land.e. 1953; seelye and

Brewer, 1970 and Sullivan, 1954) and also, those who,'accept,'the in_
verse rel-atioaship as valid (Berry, 1951; Bierstedt I Lg57; Ðruckman,

1968; Gregor' Lg63; Roser¡bratt, 1964¡ simpson and yinger, 1953 and

Walter, L952).

Hypothesis two stated that Jewish undergraduate students will
evaluate their ethnic rculture' positively while manifesting negative

outgroup evaruations. As seen in Table g the hypothesis has not been

confirmed.. There is a slight negative, but not significant relati_on_

ship between the respondentst attitud.es toward their ethnic rculture,

and their outgroup evaluations.

As indicated in hypothesis three, Jewish undergraduate students

will show no consistent relationship between their 'faith, attitudes
and theír outgroup e'aluations. This hypothesis has been confirmed.

There is a sright negative, but not significant relationship between the
respondentsr attitudes toward ijreir ethnic 'faithr and their outgroup



TABLE 8

THE RELATIONSHTP BETWEEN OUTGFOUP EVAI,UATTONS AND EXPRESSED ATTTTUDES
JEVTTSH T]NDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Variable
Negative

Outgroup
Evaluations

positive

Negative
Number Percent

(f

(22.e)

26

( 38. 2)

CULTURE

Totals

Pos itive
Number Percent Totals

Gamma = -0.35
r = -0.15
p = Þ.os

27 35

(77.r)

(33.0)

TOWARD ETHNTC CULTURE ANÐ FATTH AMONG

FAITH

Negative Positive
Number Percent Nu:nber percent Totals

(61.8)

10 32 42

(23.8) (76"1)

(67.0 )

(3e,3) (60,7)

Gamma = -0.35
r = -0.16
p = )"ou

( 33.0 ) (67-o)

Oì
Ld



evaluations.

Tab1e 8 wil-l- indicate the rel-ationship betv¡een Jewish undergradu-

ate students outgroup evaluations and their expressed attitudes toward

their ethnic rculture' and 'faith.t

Hypothesis four designated thrat Jewish undergraduate students

will indicete a negative relationship between the t'¡¡o rfimensions of the

variable ingroup loyalty - ('cufturer and rfaith'). As seen in Table

9 | this hypothesis has not been confirmed. There is .a highry signifi-

cant positive reiationship between the respondents! attitucles toward

their ethnic r cul-ture' and t faith.'

On the basis of a literature review on Jewish college students,

many e>çerts (Fein, 1968; Feldstein, l97O¡ Frimer, 1967 and Greenberg,

1968) agree that most Jewish college students, by and large, seem to be

confused about their ethnic identity and skeptical of traditional relig-
j-ous beliefs. It has been stated that the secularist life-style of the

university is destructive to Jewish ethnic loyalties and that there

exisÈs a feeling amongst Jewish students that the values prized by the

academic community and strong religio-ethnic feelings are antitl¡etical.

In stmmary, evidence has pointed to a rejection of institutionalized

religion by coltege Jews. However, on the basis of the findings re-

ported in Table 9, the above viev¡s have not been substantiated.

rnstead, the findings reported here seem to point in the direc-

tion of Fishma¡rrs (1960) findings, that identification for yor:ng college

,rews may be much more basically and uncomplicatedly Jewish than was the

case a generation ago. However, it should. arso be kept in mind that
yol¡rrg college Jews may be identifying with a "Jewishness', altogether
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TABLE 9

THE RELATTONSHIP BEThEEN ATTITUDES EXPRESSED TOI¡IARD ETHT,ITC CULTURE AND
EAÏTH A}IOT.IG JEI.¡ISH T]NDERGRÄDUATE STUDENTS

Variabl-e Totals
Negati-ve

Culture

Positive

Totals

Gamma = O.88
r = O.57
n = (oor

different than that of their parents and grandparents, (Axelrad, I97O¡

Gans, 1956a and Lazerr,,¡itz and Rowitz, L964).

Landis (L962) has indicated that many Jewish young peopre may be

optj-ng for what he calls the "securar alternative" to Jewish rife,

namely, that of distinguishing between Jewishness as an ,ethnic identityr

and Judaism as a t faithr t adopting a "neutral-ist" position, wherein cer-

tain aspects of both dimensions are accepted..

Frímer (1967), on the other hand, sees the acceptance of Judaism

as a faith in a somewhat different perspective. He sees a greater

humility amongi college students, where reason and the scientific method

are no longer absol-ute monarchs over ttruthrr vrhere these two sources

of knowledge do not happen to exhaust all of rearity- A personrs re-

ligion is no longer attacked or mocked as in }¡esteryear. Today, this

FAITH

Negative Positive
Number Percent Nr¡n-ber Percent

287
(80.o) (20.0)

L4 55

(2o.3) (je,1)

42 62

(40.4) (se.6)
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would be almost universally condemned as in poor academic taste. Faith

as a personal categoryr he feels, Is accepted and respected. However,

any attempt to introd.uce it as a canon for ,truthr wil_l- be roet with

great resistance. Frimer (1967) adds further that, the worrd. of the

student is decidedly a secul-ar society, but it is not secularistic"

Today's student, even the disbeliever, may not want to commit himself

to that which he cannot prover let he simultaneously shares with his

peers a suspicion about all a.bsolute 'isms, ' inclucling atheÍsm.

As stated. in hypothesis five, fot Jewish undergraduates, .cu1-

turer will elicit consistently positive responsesr v¡hereas, rfaith. will

be evaluated in a more negative manner. As seen in Table 9, this hy-

pothesis has been confirmed.

rt was indicated. in hypothesis six that, first generation3

Canadian Jewish students will show pos.itive attitudes toward both their

ethnic rculture' and rfaithrr while third generation Jewish students

will evaluate their ethnic :culture' positiveJ-y and their 'faith' nega-

tively. Ttris hypothesis \n/as not confirmed. As seen in Table l_0, the

analysis of the data shows no relationship between tJre respondents I

rculture' and 'faithr evaluations and their generation canadian" Table

10 arso shov¡s that in attitudes toward rcul-ture, and ,faith, the first

generation is strongty positive in both rcultr¡re, and rfaith' evaLua-

tions. For second. generatíon, there is a drop ín positive 'culture,
attitudes and negative 'faith¡ evaluations. Third generation students,

however, have increased positive attitudes over that of the second. gen-

3Due to the paucity of research
Jews, those of "mixed', parentage where
one is European-born, it was felt r_hat
tltis time -

information on second generation
one parent is Canadian-born and
hypotheses woul_d be premature at
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eration toward rculturet a¡rd tfaith.r

These findings do not confirm some studies (r'-ramer and Leventman,

I96L¡ liahirny and Fishman, 1965 and Fishre,an, 1966) which show that with

each generation a¡r increasing incorporation of non-Jewish values is

developed, and that ttre ethnic heritage ceases to play an]' viable role

in the life of the third generation. These findings clo, however, point

to one of the al-ternatives suggested by Goldstein and Goldscheicler

(1968) in viewing generationaf changre, specifically, that a gradual

increase in 'rerigiosityt (only indicated here by general 'faith' atti-

tudes) takes place with distance from the immigïant generation. How-

everr a better test would. be provided by using an estabLisbed ind.ex of

religiosity such as that developed. Lry Glock and Stark (1966) r ârÌd others.

Another interesting group und.er study was that cf second. genera-

tion Jewish respondents (students of 'mixed parentage' where one parent

was born in canada and the other, born in Europe). rt is unfortunate,

as Lazerwitz and Rowitz (Lg64) have pointed out, .that there is such a

distinct lack of research available on this second generation group.

In the findings reported here, second generation respond.ents evaluated

their ethnic tculture' positively, three-fifths (25) of the respond,ents

did so, while slightly better than one-ha1f (25J eval-uated. their .faithl

negar--ivery. Toward 'faithr' second generation respondents were the

most negative of the Èhree generations.

rt was suggested in hypothesis seven that, the frequenry of

attendance at synagogue will be lower for the third generation than for

either the first or the second. generation. This hypothesis has not been

confirmed. As seen in Table 11, there is no relationship betvreen the



TTIE REI,ATIONSHIP BETh]EEN ATTITUDES

Variable

Firs t

Generation
canadian second

Third

TABLE 10

EXPRESSED TOI{IARD ETHNIC CULTURE AND FAITH
JEWISH UNDERGF.ADUATE STUDENTS

Negatj_ve
Nunber percent

6

(26.r)

10

(40.0)

19

(33.e)

CULTURE

Totals

Positive
Nunber percent

Gamm4 = O.06
X' = I.O42
df=2
p = ).os

L7

35

l5

37

FAITH

Negative
NtmL¡er Þar¡an+. ÀT

(7 3.e)

(60.0)

(66. r)

( 33. 7)

69

AND GENERÂTION CANADIAN FOR

13

22

( 30.4)

(s2.0)

( 3e. 3)

(66. 3)

Positive
L

I6

42

12

34

(6e.6)

Gamma = 0-04
X2 = 2.374
df.=2
n = ).os

(40.4)

(48.0 )

(60.7)

Total_s

62

a)

25

56

(se.6)
104

Ot
co
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respondents I generation Ca¡adian and their frequency of synagogue at-

tendance. In examining frequency of attendance at synagogue by genera-

tion, the differences are so small 1-hat any trends are extremely diffi-

cult to interpret. There appears to be an increase ìn those who attend

often in the third generation over the second generation, while those

v¡ith a medium frequency of attendance (where one-half the respondents

are found) seems to d.ecrease in the third generatiorl as compared. to the

second. For loiv and non-attenders, third generation remains constant

with that of the second generation.

The findings reported here, although not significant, do not

seeni to substantiate what Kramer and Leventman (1961), Lazerwitz and

Rowitz (L964) and Goldstein and Goldscheider (1968) concluded. Kra¡ner

and Leventman (1961) indicated that for third generation Jews, their

religious observance had been reduced to an occasional acJ'"nowledgement

of synagogue and ritual , while Lazgrvtii¿z and Rowitz (L964) concl-ud.e that

evidence points to a decline in synagogue attendance from generation to

generation. Goldstein and Goldscheider (f968) found a regular pattern

of decline in synagogue attendance with distance from the imrnigrant

generation. They also fou¡ld that among third generation Jews there ap-

pears +-o be a greater homogeneity toward less regular synagogue atten-

dance.

These findings do suggest, however, that there may be some truth

to the principle of "third generation interestr" sug,grested by Hansen

(1938), which Herberg (1955) and Lenski (1961) later utilized. That is,

the further removed. from the immigrant generation, specifically those

in the third generation, the stronger the interest and participation in
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TABLE 1]-

THE RELATIONSHIP BETIdEEN GENERÀTION CANADIAN AND FREQUENCY OF ATTENDANCE
AT SYNAGOGUE FOR JEWISH TINDERGFÀDUATE STUDE}ITS

FREQUENCY

High
Nr¡nber Percent

OF SYNAGOGUE ATTENDANCE

Mediun Low
Number Percent Ntmber Percent TotalsVariable

Firs t

Generation
. Second

uanadl_an

Third

TotaIs

23

( 12. s) (s0.o) (37.s)

(2L.7) (34.8) (43. s)

( 4.0) (60.0) (36.0)

(12. s) (sr.8) (3s.7)

Gamma
y2
df
p

-0.03
4.898
4

)-ot

the affairs of the ¡n-inority group - that the grandchild.ren of immigrant

forebears are returning to their ancestral faiths in increasing numbers.

Axelrad (1970), Gans (1956a) and Lazerwitz and Rowitz (1964) fee] that

if there is a retr¡rn in the third generation of rJewishnessrr it may be

to an identification and religious l-ife altogether d.ifferent from the

earlier patterns established by parents and grandparents.

However, it should be noted that any conclusions on the basis of
the findings reparted here would be premature and will therefore be left
to future studies.

Hypothesis eight has indicated that Jewish undergraduate students

coming from low socio-economic status fanilies will manifest positive
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attitudes toward both their ethnic ¡cuJ-turer and rfaithrr in contrast

to students from high socio-economic status families, while stud.ents in
the middle category of socio-econoruic status wil-1 er¿aluate their ethnic
rcultr:re' positively while showing negative 'faithr evaluations. This

hypothesis \"/as not confirmed. As seen in Table 12 there is a slight
negative, but not significant relationship betrveen the respondentsr at-
titudes toward ttreir ethnic 'culturer a¡d 'faithr and their socio-

econonic status

Às previousry noted, the only research findings tlius far un-

covered deal with socio-economic status as it relates to iåe california
E-scale, as the indi.cator of ethnocenirism (Frenkel_Bn:¡rswik I Lg52, and

Levinson, 1950) - As a result, it is difficult to generalize the findings
reported here to any previous research"

As seen in Table L2, approximately three-fifths (35) of the l_ow

socio-econon-ic status respondents v¿ere positive in their r culture, and
rfaithr evaruations, while those students of high socio-economic status
were the most positive of the three socio-economic sta.tus groups in
their ¡curture' and rfaithr evaluations. Those with medium socio_

economic status, rvhíle somewhat more positive in attitudes toward ,cul-

ture'r were Ehe most negative toward their ethnic rfaithrof the three
groups, ali:hough about harf were for and. half against it.

rn hypothesís nine it was stated that, Jewish undergraduates in
their first year, with no d.ecl_ared major, will show positive attitudes
tcn^¡ard their ethnic ¡culturet and negative evaluations of their .faith,

while those students with soci-al sciences - Humanities majors wilr
manifest negative attitudes toward both their ethnic rculÈure, and



THE RELATIONSHTP BETI^IBEN ATTTTI]DES

Variabl-e

Socio-economic
Status

TABLE 12

EXPRESSED TOVüARD ETHNTC CULTURE AND
OF JEWISH UNDERGR]\DUATE STUDENTS

Hish

Medíum

Low

CULTURE

Negative positive
Nrrnber Percent Number percent

4

I7

13

Totals

(16.7)

(41. s)

( 37. 1)

Garnma = -O.24
X2 = 4.385
df = 2
p = ).0,

20

24

t')

34

FAITH

Negative
Nr¡nber Percent

(83.3)

(s8. s)

(62.e)

( 34. 0)

FAITH AND TIIE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

6

20

15

66

( 2s. o)

(48.8)

(42.e)

(66.0)

Positive
Number Percent

18

2T

20

4L

Gamrna

x2
df
p

(7s .0)

(s1.2)

(s7. 1)

(41.0)

= -0.19
= 3.615
= 2.
= ).ot

Totalg

24

4L

35

59

(se"0)
1.00

{
l\J
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rfaithr' in contrast to those students with a'professionalr type of

course orientation" As seen i¡r Table 13, there is no relationship be-

tween the respondents' attitudes toward their ethnic tculture, and

'faith' and their academic major. This hypothesis was only partially

confirmed.

The variable, academic major, served an exploretory function

insofar as the sample u¡rder investigation v¿as composed entireÌy of urri-

versity students and no literature was found linking this variable to

either ingroup or outgroup attitudes.

Those students in first year with no declared major ïepresent

such a diverse group that any ccnclusions presented he::e would not be

very meaningful. Again, due to a lack of a sufficient sarnpre size to

differentiate betrr'een sociat Sciences and Humanities and break these

general orientations up into finer srrb-categories. any conclusions are,

at best' tentative. As seen in Table 13, both first year students and

those with a 'professional' orientation were quite positive in both their

'culture' and 'faithr attitudes, while for Social Sciences - Hr¡nanities

majors, there is a tendency to be the least positive of the groups listed

in their attitudes toward. their ethnic rcul-ture' and ,faith.,

The findings of Dinin (1963) appear to be partialty su.bstantiated.

He noted that Jev¡s in search of their ethnic identity were young college

intellectuals¡ especially those with a rationalist, empiricist type of

orientation. Greenberg (1968) pointed to t].e secul_arist Iife-sty1e of
the campus as destructive to ethnic loyalties. His conclusions regarding

the Social Sciences and to a lesser extent the Hr¡nanities, seem to be

sr:lcstantiated to a certain degree by the findings reported here.



TABI,E 13

THE RELAT]ONSHTP BETWEEN ATTITUDES EXPRESSED TOT¡IARD ETHNIC CULTURE AND FATTH AND AcADEMTc MAJ.R AM.NG
JEWTSH UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Social Sciences-
Humanities

Professional

Science

Number Percent Number

CULTURE

( 2s. 8)

(40.6)

(32.0)

(32.2)

Gamma = -0.03
X2 = 2.037
df = 3
p - ).ou

(7 4 "2)

(se.4)

(68.0)

(68.0)

Number, Percent Number percent

( 32.0 )

(3s.s)

(46.e)

( 32.0 )

( 33. 3)

(68.0)

(64. s )

(s3.1)

(68. o )

(66.7)

Gamma = 0.05
x2 - 1.165
df = 3
p = >.os

( 38.1) (61. e)

{
È
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Greenberg (1968) further noted. that, the assumptions found in certain

acad.emic disciplines such as socio'r ogy, psychology, Anthropology, etc.,

are contradictory +-c tl¡e traditional- teachings of Judaism as well as

other religions. Fein (1968) r atluded to a much more general phenome-

non when he noted tl-rat among many Jewish college students, there is
found the belief that the values held in high esteem by i:Ìre academic

community and a strong ingroup loyalty are antithetical-.

Perhaps students majoring in the Social Sciences and Humanities,

because of the nature of their discipl-ines and a sma11er nrrnber of
l-ecture hours than students in the tprofessionalr faculties, have more

opportunity to reflect on what being a Jew means to them, especially in
díscussions with their college peers. For these students. especially
those in tire social sciences, Jewish traditions and values are e><posed

to tlle competitive ferment and challenge of other systems of thought and

conrnitment.

Hypothesis ten indicated that, Jewish undergraduate students with
low academic performance will ¡nanifest positive attitudes toward both

their ethnic rculture'and.'faithr in contrast to those students with a

high academic performance, while those students in the middle range of
academic performaJrce wil-1 show positive attitudes toward their ethnic
rculture' and negative at,titudes toward their ethnic 'faith., As sss¡

in Table 14¡ there is no relationship between the respondents r atti-
tudes toward their ethnic tcurture' and 'faithr and their academic per-
formance. This hypothesj-s has not been confirmed.

with such a s¡-tall number of cases for both high and low academic

performance, it is difficult to d.raw any meaningfur conclusions. This



TABLE 14

THE RXLATIONSHIP BETI'IEEN ATTITUDES EXPRESSED TOWARD ETHNTC CULTURE AND FAITH AND ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE

AMONG JEVITSH UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Variable
rrigh

Academic 
MediumPervormânce

Negative
Nr.unber Percent

I

15

5

Totals

(44.4)

(32.6)

(38. s)

Positive
Number Percent

Garuna
x2
df
p

10

31

I

= 0.10
= 0.813
-a

= ).os

FATTH

Negative Positive
Number Percent Number Percent

(ss.6)

(67 "4)

(6r. s)

(50"0)

( 34. 8)

(s 3. 8)

(63.6)

(s0.0)

(65.2)

(46.2)

Gamma
x2
df
p

(41. 6 )

Totals

= 0.00
= 2.205
-¿
= )"05

1B

(s8.4)

\¡
Oì
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independent variable, academic performance (based. on respondents, self-

reports) was util-ized along with acadernic major, as explcratory vari-

ables

The findings reported here add some aclditional insights to the

conclu-sions reached by Fein (1968), that, the confl-ict betv¡een the se-

cular values of the university and a high level of cornrnitnent to Juda-

ism appear to be cl-earest arnongst the better academi.cs. The high aca-

demic performers were the least positive of the three Çroups torvard.

their ethnic rculture' and were split in their 'faitht evaluations

(where one-half responded positively and one-half negatively).

rn hypothesis eleven it was pointed out that, Jewish students

with a high frequency of synagogue attendance will show positive atti-

tudes toward both their ethnic 'culturet and'faithr' in contrast to

those stud.ents v¡ith a Iow frequenry of attendance, while those in the

middle range of attendance wil-1 manifest no consistent relationship be-

tween their frequency of attend.ance and either positive or negative

aÈtitudes toward their ethnic 'culture' and rfaith.r This hypothesis

was partially confj-rmed. As seen in Ta-b1e 15, there were significant

negative relationships between the respondentsr attitudes toward their

ethníc'culturer a:rd'faith' and their frequency of attendarrce at syna-

gogue.

Before proceeding with the interpretation of the findings reported

in Table 15, this rvriter feels that a few words of caution are in order.

First of arl, comparisons, as they are often made, between frequencies

of church attendance for Protestants and Cathotics and frequencies of

synagogue attendance for Jews ' may be misleading. Dealing as t1.is study



TABLE 15

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTITUDES EXPRESSED TOWAFD ETHNIC CULTURE AND FAITH AND
AMONG JEI^ITSH UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Variable

High

Frequency
of Medir¡n

Synagogue
Attendance

Low

CULTURE

Negative Positive
Nr¡nber Percent NunJ¡er Percént

Totals

15

(1s.4)

(28.8)

(46.2')

18

Gamrna = -0.41
X2 = 5.210
df = 2

P = (.to

11

35

37

FATTH

Negative positive
Nurnber Percent Number Percent

( 84" 6)

(7r.2)

(s3.8)

( 33.7)

2I

69

THE FREQUENCY OF SYNAGOGUE

t5

(7.7)

(28.8)

(66.7)

(66.3)

26

L2

42

37

(e2. 3)

(77.2)

(33.3)

Gamma
x2
df
p

(4o .4)

13

Totals

o.7I
19.836

á

(. oor

64

13

52

(se.6)

39

LO4

\¡
@
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does, with a sarnple of Jewish college students, further comp-licates Èhe

issue. The major difficulty in interpreting frequency of synagog'e

attendance lies in the fact that, by themselves, these frequencies are

not a good indicator of ¡religiosity.r l4any of the prescribed ritual_s

of Judaism are carried cut in the home. For exampre, the lighting of
t]le sabbath candles and the saying of special prayers, passover rituals,
the observance of the dietary laws etc. Another major difficurty is
found in the assignment of respond.ents into categories of high, medium

and lolv frequencies of synagogue attendance. Half of the respondents

fell into the category of medir¡n frequency, indi cating that they attend

synagogue three or more tirnes per year. ft does well to keep in mind.

that if the frequency of synagogue attendance is restrícted to this
small number it proba-bly reflects the fact that the individuals con-

cerned are most likery only attending services during the High Holy Days,

i.e. Rosh-Hasharuraìr and yom Kippur, or reast likely, may onry incr_ude

confirmations (male and female) and weddings.

Lasker (1971) has recently studied, the motivations behind atten-
dance at services during the High Holy Days. This would. involve atten_
dance at synagogue any,vhere from one or twice to as many as seven or
eight times, and woul-cl a1so, interestingly enough, incl_ude some of those

responcents falIíng into the category of high frequency of attendance.

tunong those Jewish activities which are most widely carrÍed on by Jews,

attendance at High Holy Day services ranks very highr where a large
number of Jews everln+here, make every effort to participate in such

services regardless of cost to them in terms of time, rTlo'êfr energry and

convenience, Lasker (Lg7r). rn the case of Jewish university students,
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attendance at part or all of these services usually entails tJre missing

of lectures (depending on what days of the week these High Holy Ðays

fa]l upon) " Lasker (f971) believes that those who attend these services

are motivated by a desire to e4press their Jewishness, to identify with

the Jewish people a¡d to carry on Jewish tradition, and further, that

these services are l-ooked upon as a positive experience that is both

impressive and meaningful. The above researcher feels that ttre most

sigrnificant aspect is the sense of fellowshíp e:<perienced with the

others present, and the invotvement in perpetuating an important and

beautiful expression of Jewish tradition. Prayers offer an opportunity

to express hopes for a better world.

It is also a viable possibility that many attenders, both in the

middl.e and high frequenry range may be succunbing to family pressirre in

attending slmagogue services during these particular Holy Days, as they

are considered the most important and holy of all the holy days in

Judaism. It also affords a time when an individual has the opportr:nity

to carry on a ¡rÉnima1 degree of Jewish identification even though that
person has not been involved at atl in any other aspects of Jud.aism or

"Jewishness" prior to these Holy Ðays.

Hypothesis l-2 indicated that, for Jewish undergraduate students,

low, medium and high socio-economic status gïoups rvilr respond. in

simiLar fashion to the social d.isÈance rankings of groups. As seen in
Table 16, this hlzpothesís has been partially confirmed- Socio-economic

status groups have, in fact, responded in similar fashlon to the rankings

of groups, as indicated in Table 16.

The findings reported here appear to also partially confirm the



TABLE 16

TI{E SOCIAI, ÐTSTANCE RÀNKING OF ELEVEN ETHNIC AND NTNE RACIAL GROUPS BY
TINDERGRADUATE S TT.]DENTS

Rank Group Mean

I Jewish I.I2
2.5 British 1.17
2.5 American I.I7
4 Scandinavian I.62
5 French-Canad.ian 1.75
6.5 Dutch 1.83
6.5 ftalian 1.83
8 Polish 2.O4
9 Ukrainian 2.25

10.5 Russian 2. 58
10.5 cernan 2.58

Ethnic

HTGH SESA

Racial.

1
2

3

4
5
1

7

7

9

Rank Grol

Negro 2.00
West Indian 2.I3
Japanese 2.2I
Mexican 2.25
Indian (India) 2.29
Chinese 2.33
Filipino 2.33
Indian (Canada) 2.33
Bskimo

I Jewish 1.05
2 American 1.34
3 British L.44
4.5 Dutch 1.68
4.5 French-Canadian 1.68
6 ScandÍnavian 1.85
7 r.t-alian 1.88
I Potish 1.98
9 Ukrainian 2.05

10 Russian 2.IO
tl German 2.44

MEDTUM SESb

\=24

Mean

I
2.5
2.5
5

5
5
7
C'

9

Rank

Negro 1.95
Indian (India) 2.IO
Japanese 2.IO
Chinese 2.L2
Filipino 2.I2
Mexi.can 2.I2
Indian (Canada) 2.L5
West Indian 2.I7
Eskimo 2.I9

1
2

3

4
5

6
7
o

9.5
9.5

11

LOW SESC

Grou

Jewish 1.00
Amerícan L.42
British I.4l
Dutch 1.68
Scandinavian 1.69
French-Canadian 1.72
Russian I^76
Polish 1" 83
Italian 1.86
ljkrainian 1.86
German 2.LI

b*-n,

Mean

r.5
1.5
ã
J

4
5
6
7
oo
9

Negro
Japanese
Chinese
It'lexican
trilipino
Eskinro
West, Indian
Indian (India)
Indian (Canada

tN 
= 36 except for Russian

Viest Indian and Indian
(rndia), where N = 34

2.00
2.OO
2.06
2-08
2. 11
2"L4
? lq

2"r7
a aa

co
H
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research of Landis, Datwyler and.Dorn (1957) who concl.uded that social

class affiliation is a major factor in deterr,rini.ng the tlzpe of social

distance response and that líke sc¡cial class groupings respond j.n si-

rnilar fashion to the ranking of groups on Bogardus I scale of social-

distance.

In examining the rankings and mean scores attributed to groups

in Table 16, it shoul-d be kept in rnind that a1l scores of 1.95 and

higher have been operationally defined as negative outgroup evaluations.

Thj-s procedure, however, mây be somewhat suspect, as the dichotonuizing

of respondents above and below a mean of 1.95 created problems. rs a

Jew who would not marry a Gentile, but would have one as a close friend

or vrork beside such an outgroup memberr necessarily negative in his

outgroup evaluation? The latter is precisely what this study has done,

and is also why the results obtained from this study may be mislead.ing.

Rankings for the low socio-economic staius group do not appear

to differ sr¡bstantially from either the high or medium socío-economic

status groups.

The findings for both high and medium socío-economic status

groups seem to point in the direction of research carried out by Ames

and Sakuma (1969), who factor analysed. social- distance scales- These

researchers for:¡d a: 1) "Northern European" factor--Scandinavians,

ttalians; 2) "Anglo" factor--British, American; 3) ,,sl-avic,, factor__

Russian, Polish, ukrainian; 4) "oriental" factor--Japanese, chinese,

Filipino and 5) a "Minority Group,' factor--Mexicans, Indians (East

Indian and Native Indian) and. Negroes.

Reflecting on the evaruation of the so-called 'racialr groups
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as seen in Table 16, it is evident that across socio-econonric lines,

Negroes are consistently ranked the most favorably, with the sliEht ex-

ception of the l-ov¡ socio-econonuic status group where both Japanese and

Negroes were rarrked identically as most favorable. This favorable

rankíng of Negroes is much different than for findings anìong United

states respondents I . An important factor unique to the canadian ex-

perience may be +.Ìrat the Bl-ack students encountered most frequently are

I{est Indians who are well educated, usually of a higher socio-economi-c

status and quite articulate.

rn canada, very few Negroes are of tTre middle class, and those

few who have become successfrrÌ professional men and women have, on the

whole dispersed themselves into the Canadian commrrnity achieving t11e

assimilation tl:ev souqht. Jewish Civ.i.I Ríght Organizations, such as the

Anti-Defarnation League of B'nai Brrith have long been and stilr are,

very much identified with promoting Negro causes.

When looking at tl:e two Black groups--Negroes and West Ind.ians,

it is obvíous tlat Jewish respondents are making a distinction between

the two. This is indicated by the more favorabl-e responses toward the

group designated ás "Negroes" across al-1 three socio-economic g-roups.

The reasons for this distinction are not entirely cl-ear and should. be

investigated much more closely than was possible in this study.

Japanese, chinese and Filipino seem to be evaluated in very si-

milar fashion, and, without performing a factor analysis, seem to form

what Ames and Salcuma (1969) referred to as ,,OrientaL,, factor. Across

socio-economic lines' Japanese are rated the most favorably of these

three groups- The chínese group may represent a speciar case, due
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largely to their hígh visibility and fairly large nr¡.nlcers on campu.s.

These Chinese students are generally excellent students, especially in

the Sciences and Engineering. Again, the scores given to this group may

be a reflection of job competition with "foreigners" or, possiblyr a

negative identification with Chinese Communism, for many of these stu-

dents are from FIong Kong. There are fewer Japanese in Canada and, gen-

era11y, this group seems to be higher in socio-economic status than

either Chinese or Fitipinos, the latter being the most recently arrived

immigrant group to Canada.

Focusing upon Canadars Native Peoples, the fndians (Metis) and

Eskimos , for both high and medium socio-economic status groups, these

two groups ere rated least favorably or very nearly so of al-l other

rracialr groups. For low socio-econonúc status respondents, Canadian

Indians are ranked lov¡est on the scal-e, while Eskimos are ranked slightly

more favora-bIy. The reasons for this d.ifference among low socio-economic

status respondents seems to indicate the existence of a certain degree

of tprejudicer against Canadars largest "colored" group. Canadian

rndians and Metis represent a highly visible minority group, especially

so in winnipeg, which has the largest population of Tndians of any city

ín Canada. this group is one of low status where members are out of the

mainstream of Canad.ian socieÈy (Sheffe, I?TO) and looked. upon by many

Canadians as simply an "eyesore" that should be removed (back to gov-

ernment reservations) .

Eskimos, however, represent a more perplexing problem for analy-

sis. Very few Canadians have had any concrete e>çeriences with Eskimos.

Ttrey, too, are a group out of the nainstream of canadian socletyr and
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this writer speculates thatr w€r€ they suddenly to appear in large num-

bers in any Canadian city, their physical appeara.nce v¡ould not be in

their favor.

As specified in hlzpothesis thirteen, fcr Jev¡ish undergraduate

students, there will be more "social farness" e>q>ressed tor,vard tracialr

groups than toward ethnic groups on the social distance scal-e. As seen

in Ta-ble 17, this hypothesis has been confirmed (with the exception of

three groups--Ukrainians, F.ussians and Germans, which.may be e>çlained,

in the case of ukrainians and Russians through a rong history of ani-

mosity between Jews and these two groups, such as virulent ant.i-Semitism,

pogrorns, quotas and persecutions. The negaÈive evaluations of Germans

can be explained by tlre Nazi hotocaust--the extermination of six m.il]íon

Jews by t].e Nazis dr:ring lforld War IIr which will never be erased from

the minds of Jews around the world..

These findings, generally, support the research of rriand.is and

Triandis (1960) as well as Ames and. Sakr¡na (1969), who concluded that
tracet vras the most important determiner of social distance.

Hypothesís fourteen suggested that, Jewish undergrad.uate students

will consistently indicate greater social nearness toward their own

grroup than toward any others on the social d.istance sca1e. As seen in

Table 3-7' this hypothesis has been confirmed and substantiates Èhe find-

ings of Bogardus (1967) as well as numerous others.

As indicated in hypothesis fifÈeen, Jewistr undergraduate students

will rate Germans in the most negative fashion, followed closely by

Canadian rndians and Eskimos, which will likewise be rated negaÈively.

Table 17 indicates that this hypothesis has been substantiated. out of
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TABLE 17

TFIE SOCIAL DISTANCE RANKINGS OF flqENTY ETHNIC AND RACTAL GROI]PS BY JEV.I-
ISH UNDERGRADT]ATE STUDE}ITS

Rank Group Mean

Ì
)
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IO
1t
L2
I3
L4.5
14.5
16. 0
16.0
17. 0
18.0
19. 0

-a
rJ eVTl-Sh

aAtnerlcan
Britisha
Dutcha
French-Canadiana
Scandinaviana
ftalianb
Polishb

aNegro
uuKral_nr-an

Russianc_a
!, apAnese
Mexicana

aunanese
.lWest Indian*

Filipinoa
Ind.ian (India) c
Eskimoa
India¡ (canada) a

Germanb

1.05
1. 33
1.38
L.66
1.70
L.7 4
1.84
r.92
r.97
2.03
2.06
2.07
2.t2
2.L3
2.L3
2.15
2.15
2.22
2.24
2.36

"N = ro9 b* = 1oB "N = 107

twenty groups, Germans were ranked last, while Eskimos and Canadian Indi-
ans were ranked eighteenth and nineteenth, respectively.

As seen in Table 15, although there is a significant negative re-
lationship between the respondentsr attitudes toward their ethnic 'cul-
turer and rfaith' 

3rd their frequenry of synagogue attendance, there is
a slight positive but not significant relationship between the respon-

dentsr outgroup evaluations and. their frequency of synagogue attendance.

shinert and Ford (1958) r summarizing the research of others (sanford,

L944¡ Levinson, 1950; Adorno et al., 1950; Bettleheim and Janowitz, 1950

and Allport, 1954) ' suggested that those who reject relation seem to be
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less "ethnocentric" and, inversely, those with a religious affiliation

seem to be more "ethnocentric" than those rvithout, such attachnents.

These findings have not been substantiated here.

The findings reported here in Table 18 do howeverr point in the

direction of Àdorno et al., (1950) insofar as there is no significant

difference between those who aÈtend services often a¡d f-hose who se]dom

attend. Those who do not attend seem to score noticeably lower on

ethnocentrism, where the lcrv attend.ers (including those who do not

attend) are the most positive of the three categories in their outgroup

evaluations.

TABLE 18

THE RELATIONSHTP BETI{EEN OUTGROUP EVALUATIONS AND THE FREQUENCY OF SYNA-
GOGL]E ATTENDAI'ICE ÀMONG JEWTSTI UNDEPGRÄDUATE STUDENÎS

Variable Totals
High

Freguency
of Medir¡n

Synagogue
Attendance

Totals 103

13

Gamma =u2-Â

df=
p=

As Tab1e 19

-0. 2I
1.548
)

5.os/

indícates, there is

OUTGROUP EVALUATIONS

Negative Positive
Number Percent Nu¡nLrer percent

I
( 38. s) (61. s)

(37.3) (62.7)

10 29

(2s.6) (7 4.4)

34 69

(2s.6) (7 4.4)

a significant negative relation-
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TABLE ].9

THE RELATIONSI{TP BETWEEN OUTGROUP EVALUATIONS AND ACADEII]C PERFORMÀNCT]
A¡4ONG JEWISH Ij-NDERGRADUATE SÎUDENTS

Variabl-e

OUTGF.OUP

Negative
Nurnber Percent

EVALUATTONS

Positive
Nrunber Percent Totals

18

Academic MediunHerrorma.rice

Total-s

Gamna =w2-
df=
p=

(28.e) (71. r)

-0. 58
7.080
2

{-ou

ship between 'ihe respondents I outgroup evaluations and. their academic

performance- This writer has thus far been unable to locate any litera-
ture dealing with the rerationship between these two variabres. Any

generalizations are difficul-t due to the small cell frequencies found in
both the high and row categories of academic performance. To make any

meaningful statements about this relationshipr âcademic performance would

have to be related to a battery of r.Q. tests or interligence measures

and this, in turn, related to a better measuïe of outgroup evaluations
(both attitudes and. behavior). It is indeed unfortunate, as Fein (196g)

and others have pointed out, that there Ís such a paucity. of research

information avairabre on Jervish colrege students.

L7

(s.6 ) (e4.4)
15 30

(33.3) (66.7)

7

(46.2) (s3.8)
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Perhaps this data is an indication, albeit a crude one, of tension

present on todayrs college canipuses, where students who obtaj.n lower

grades feel more threatened. These students may seize upon various out-
groups t]rat they are perhaps ín frequent conta.ct with on campus, vrho

seem to be able to compete werr and find jobs, and then use these groups

as rscapegoats' upon which to vent their anger and hostility.

Às seen in Table 20, there is a slight positive but not signifi-
cant relationship between the respondentsr outgroup evaluations and

their acadern:ic major. These findings are d-; fficult to interpret, as in_
dicated earlier, due to: a) the smalL cell frequencies for each of the

groups, b) the rarge, amorphous group of first year college students

with no declared academic major and, c) the social sciences-Huraanities

and rProfessionarr categories are too large and diverse.

TABLE 20

THE R-ELATTONSHIP BETWEEN OUTGROUP EVALUATIONS AND ACADEMÏC MåJOR AMONG
JEWISH IJNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

OUTGROUP EVALUATIONS

Variable

Acadernic
Major

Negative
Nunber Percent

(4L.e)

(2s. 8)

(32.0)

(22.2)

32. 3)

Positive
Nr¡rnber Percent Totals

TEAT I

SociaI
Sciences-
Humanities

ProfessionaL

a5CIence

311813

Totals

aNo hypotheses

Gamma = 0.19

were made on

X2 = 2.333

Science majors

df = 3

(s8.1)

(7 4-2)

(68.0)

(77.8)

(67;7)

25

9

I

2

17

7

p = ,)-ou
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First year students appear to be the least positive in their out-

group evaluations with approxinately three-fifths (31), followed by

those with a !Professionalt course orientation, and SocÌa1 Sciences-

Hr¡nanities majors, the most positive of the three groups. In summary,

due to the nature of the above cLassification scheme, any results ob-

tained. would have k¡een difficult to interpret.

As seen in Table 21, there is a slight posítive but not signrifl-

cant relationship between the respondents' outgroup evaluations and

their socio-economic status background.. Generally, all three categor-

ies of socio-economic status were quite posítive in their outgroup eval-

uations, the rovrest Eroup being those of high socio-economic status,

where three-fifths Q3) of the respondents evaluated outgroups in a posi-

tive manner.

TABLE 21

TTE REI,ATIO}JSHIP BETWEEN OUTGROUP EVALUATIOI.JS AND SOCTO-ECONOMTC STATUS
AJVIONG JEI^ITSH I,]NDERGRÄDUATE STUDENTS

OUTGROUP

Negative
Nunber Percent

EVALUATIONS

Positive
Nunber Percent TotalsVariable

Socio-economic
statì.r.S

High

Medium

Low

Totals

Ganrna =
X2=
df=
p=

23

4I

35

o.25
2.26L
')

)-ou

914
(3e. r) '(60.e)

15 26
(36.6) (63.4)

827
22 .9 (77 . L)

32 67
32.3) (67.7\
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Table 22 shows no rel-ationship between tÌ'ie respond.entsr outgroup'

evaluations and their generation Canadian. Al.1 three generations appear

to eval-uate outgroups in a consistentty positive manner, t-he lowest

being the third generation, of rvhich greater than two-thirds (55) are

positive in their outgroup eval-uations. This may reflect the fact that,

since the primary period of socialization r"¡as in Canada, these Jewish

respondents have internalized tJ-e idea of a multi-ethnic Canadian societlz

and follow the Canadian governmeni¡s official policy o.f cultural plura1-

ism.

TABLE' 22

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUTGROUP EVALUAT]OLIS AND GENERATION CANAÐTA],ï
FOR JEI{TSH UNDERGRADUATE STT]DENTS

Variable

OTJ1IGROUP

Negative
Nt¡nber Percent

EVALUATTONS

Positive
Number Percent

First

Generation. Seconduanadl-an

Third

TotaIs

Gamma
x2
df
p

(33.0) (67. 0 )

associaÈion found

using the P.R.E.

in the sample

measure ttcaruna. tt

-o.07
0. 139
IL

\.os

Table 23 indicates the degree of

under study between all of the variables

(30.4) (6e.6)

8L7
(32.0), (68.0)

19 36

(34.s) (6s.s)
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TABLE 23

GAl"ßfA MATRIX FOR TIIE ÐEGREE OF ASSOCIATION BEThEEN
PENDENT VARIABLES FOR "TEWISH UNDERGRADUATE

DEPENDENT ANÐ INDE-
STUDE}.]TS

Variables

Major

Performance

Generation

Socio-economic
s tatus

Synagogue
attendance

OuÈgroup
evaluations

Culture

Faith

I'lr¡nber

I

2

3

L

.16 -.14

-. 10

.19 -.03 .05

-.58** . t0 .00

-.07 -.06 -.04
' -25 - -24 -.19

.21 -.4I* -.7I**

. gg***

possible statisti-

"04

.17

-24

.13

-. 14

-.03

"L4

7

8

*P = '10**p = .05
***p = .001

Chi-square values were also

cal significance between the

calcuLated to evaluate any

variableé.



CHÀPTER V

CONCLUSIONS ANÐ SUGGESTIONS FOR FUIURE R-ESEARCI{

As hypothesized in this study we found no particular relationship

(either ¡nsitile or negative) between Jewish ing'roup loyalty and outgroup

evaluations. It supports neither the contention of a positive ingroup-

outgroup relationship (Lev¡in, 1948¡ Noel' 1964¡ Sarnoff' 1951 or Trent'

1953) er.t conversely, a negative or inverse ingroup-outgroup relation-

ship (Adefson, 1953a, and 1953b; Adorno et al. ' 1950' Berry, 1951;

Bierstedt, 1957; Chein and Hurwitz, 1950; Clinard and Noel, 1958; Druck-

man, 1968; Gregor, L963; Pearl, 1954¡ Radke and Lande, 1953; Rinder'

1958; Rosenblatt, L964¡ Seelye and Brewer, I97O¡ Simpson and Yinger,

1953; Sunner, 1906 and Intralter, L952)

The findings reported in this study do, however, substantiate to

a certain degree the findings of others (Fishnan, 1955¡ LazerwiLz, 1953

and Rothman, 1965) who hlzpothesized no essential relationship between

ingroup loyalty and outgroup evaluations. Further, the findings pre-

sented give added. credence to the d.oubts e>çressed by Merton (1957) and

Campbell and LeVine, (1965) that a negative ingroup-outgroup relation-

-ì ship is far from self-evident, and needs to be demonstrated empirically.

The present study suggests that measuring ingroup loyalty and

outgroup evaluations only on the basis of general attitude scales, that

of the Osgood Semantic Differential and the Bogardus Social Distance

scaler âre inadequate in describing and measr:ring the nature of the in-

group-outgroup relationship e>çressed by a particular minority group.

It is the contention of this writer, along with Rothman (f965)

93
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and others that a ntinority group members I outgroup orientation is deter-

mined by a wide variety of factors, inclucling: the strength of the

family relationship dr:ríng the child's forrnative years; the self-inage;

parental outgroup attitudes existing in the respondentsr commrurity--the

school-s, the churches and synagoguest the attitudes of peers and signi-

ficant other outside of the immed.iate family circl-e; specific or con-

crete outgroup experiences; the intensitv of one's feelings of ethnic

loyalty or identification. It is very likely that tJle'interrelation-

ships of all these and. other infl-uences as well as their combined. im-

pact on the minority group individual- which structures attÍtudes toward

and relationships with the outgroup(s).

Further, within any given group of minority group members (Jews

at a.particular ievel of ingroup lo1zalty) theæwit1 be founC a multipli-

city of different attitudes and rel-ationships directed toward the out-

group. A group of highly identified minoríty group members would prob-

ably include some who fal1 into the negative ingroup-outgroup pattern

of Adorno et aI., (1950) and Sumner (1906) - that of ethnocentrism as it

has been traditionally r:nderstood. However, it would also include many

others who deviate from this pattern to a considerable extent and do not

link a strong group loyaltlz with dislike or contempt for other groups.

A number of cautions should be noted in the interpretations of

the findings reported here of no essential ingroup-outgroup relationship.

Firstly' a funda¡tental difficulty encor:ntered. in this study, as in many

others of this type, was how to most fruitfully conceptualize the Jewish

group in order to establish a meaningful measure of ingroup loyalty.

There is no widely accepted definition to be for:nd of the JewÍsh group,
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and for any particular attempted definition one finds a myriad of excep-

tions and variations including, Jewishness as an ethnic identity, Juda-

ism as a religion, etc. Even for the Jewish individual to define the

group in his own mind often presents a Cifficult chore. Unfortunately,

there is no widel-y accepted index of Jewish identification in the liter-

ature at this tíme. Since the construction of a scale to measure ethnic

identification was beyond thie scope of this study, Jewish ingroup 1oya1-

ty was dichotomized into the respondents' attìtudes towãrd Jewish 'cul-

ture' and rfaith,' in keeping with the designation in the literature

of Judaisn as a "religio-cultural- complex. " The measures utilized in

this study represent a very partial index of Jewish ethnic iclentifica-

tion. ft is hoped horvever, that these measures wiJ-l provide a meaning-

fu1 index of Jewish ingroup 1oya1ty. Jewish ethnic identification, as

recent researchers have pointed out (Lazerwítz, I?TL) should be treated

as a multid.imensíonal phenomenon.

Secondly, a major difficulty arose in conceptualizing the variable,

outgrot4r evaluations. Specifically, the problem was that of establishing

meaningful "cut-off points" for positive and negative outgroup evalua-

tions, as measr:red on the Bogardus Social Distance sca1e. The dichoto-

rnizing of respondents above and below a mean of 1.95 created problems.

rs a Jew who would not marry a Gentile, but woul-d have one as a close

friend or work beside an outgroup member, necessarily negative in out-

group evaluation? The latter, in fact, is precisely what this study has

done and is also why t].e resurts obtained from this study may be mis-

leading. Again, this points to the reasons why other measures, both

attitudinaL and behavioral, should be utilized in testing the nature of
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the ingroup-outgroup relatíonship. The selection of appropriate indica-

tors, both for ingroup loyalty and outgroup evaluations, unfortunately,

has not been resolved in this study and rernains to i:e more clearly de-

lineated in future research.

This study has proceeded front a social--psychological- frame of

reference in that it has examined Jewish ingroup loyalty and outgroup

evaluations in terms of the respondentsr general attitudes. With in-

creased minority group identification, as Rothman (1965) ancl others

have indicated, there nay follor^l institutionalized means of e>çressing

group aspirations and concerns for the future. Accompanying the growth

of substantive institutional life, there often occurs the simultaneous

development of residential segregation patterns, in part to maintain and

support the mjnority grouprs institutions, thus dravring tl:e g'rotrp rnore

closely inwarc and, as a result, curtailing the frequency of outgroup

contacts- Intensified ingroup identifícation may foster geographìcal

separateness and. increased social distance among groups.

There may be, as Rothman (1965), points out, valid, even compelling

reasons to emphasize ethnic identification. It may be functional, either

psychol-ogically, or from a conflict perspective (Coser I Ig56i Marx, 1964

and Sirnmel, f955) to preserve the group, and thereby aid in its ul-timate

survival as a religio-cultural entity; by psychologicatly strengthening

ingroup membersr so that they more effectively may withstand the shock

of prejudice a¡rd; to permit the dissemination. to group mernbers the unique

system of values a¡d the contributions Lhat the group may make to society.

However' among these reasons should be excluded that of improvingi out-
group relations. Nor should a strong ingroup identification be discour-
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aged necessarily for fear of producing negative feelirrgs toward. outgroups.

rt has been indicated here empirically that, ingroup royarty, seemingly,

has no significant bearing on a minority índividual's outgroup evalua-

tior¡s

rn viewing minority group identification or, ingroup loyalty, one

must consider the complex problem of how the minority inrlividual adjusts

to his group bercr¡'ingness. This involves, as Rothman (1965) and others

have noted, a psychorogical "comingi to-termsr,' in deciding which of the

two major reference groups that make up his social rvorlcl should. receive

his primary allegiance. ultimatery, each individual must make thís

difficult choice and suits it to his particular circumstances. often

this adjustment will inv'o1ve constructing a workable balance between

either an excl-usive allegiance to the minority gïoup or to tJre outgroup

(representing society at large). The particular choice that an individ-

ual will ultimately make will be partly decided by the way he perceives

the place that his minority group should occupy in the society in which

he resides.

It is the feeling of this writ.r ,¡^a the theoretÍcal perspective

enployed in this study, the functional-dysfurrctional aspects of ingroup

Ioyalty' emphasizing the Inaturalness' of the development of 'belonging-
ness needs' and, the role of the social-ization process in the develop-

ment of ingroup-outgroup attitudes through oners primary reference

groupsr maY be fruitfully retained as part of a larger e>çIanatory model

in the ultimate development of a theory of minority ingroup-cutgroup

attitudes and orientations.

This study, it is felt, has made several important contributions,
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other than theoretical , to a better understanding of a useful fra¡rrev¡ork

in lvhich to investigate various aspects of minority group relations.

These were: a) an extensive literature reviel pertaining to the concept

of ethnocentri.sm, ethnocentric theory and, the nature of the ingroup-

outgroup relaticnship, b) utilizing Osgood Semantic Differential scales,

opening up nev/ possiJcilities for measuring d.ifferent aspects of ingroup

loyalty and outgroup evaluations, c) along with peters (Ig7l-), the

utilization of a sample of ca¡adian minoriÈy group col-lege students,

especially in regard to data obtained on the Bogardus Social Distance

scale (of which there has been almost no canadian data to date). This

becomes sigr-nificant when we consider the very different response pattern
generated by this sample of Jewish college students with regard to
evaluations made of Germans and Negroes.

FUtürae'RêSêarcþ

Many additional avenues of research are suggested by the results
obtained in this study. rn the first prace, the findings were based on

a study of one particular minority group, the Jews. rt woul_d. be necessary

to determine whether the same relationship between the variables wou1d

hold for other minority groups as werl-. rn addition, even v¡ithin the

Jewish group, it would be necessary to cond.uct tests of other parts of
the cor¡¡trY, taking a sample of adults as well as college students and.

a larger sample than the one presented here, before drawing any definí-
tive concl-usions regarding the Jewish mÍnority group in generar.

Further research shourd be u¡dertaken with the primary aim of
establishing an index of ethnic identification, specifically, multi-
dimensional indices, as Lazerv,¡itz (r97r) has recently done. such an
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index woul-d contain both attitudinal and behavioral dimensions. This

index couJd then be correlated with attitudinal and behavioral dirnen-

sions of the outgroup orientation or rel-ationship. When this has been

accomplished, researchers would then be in a position to enpirically

validate the nature of the ingroup-outgroup relationship. As indicated

earlier, this study has rer,'ealed some of the Ínherent difficulties in
utilizing only general- attitudinal scales in testíng the ingroup-outgroup

relationship.

An intensive conununity study on the wi nnipeg Jewish commr:nity

should be undertaken, based on census data, survey material, historical
documentsr p€rsonâl interviews, and participalt observation. potentially

fruitful area.s for sociological investigation may be: a) an analysis of
residentiar segregation for winnipeg Jews, utilizing the rg4r, 1951,

1961 and 1971 census material and comparing this with similar inclices

for the Jewish communities of Montreal and Toronto (which constitute the

canadian cities with the largest Jewish popuJ.ations), b) a study of Jew-

ish parochial education in !'Iinnipeg, focusing on a sample of high school

students and their ethnic identification and comparing and contrasting

this with a sample of Jewish high school students in the public school

system and, c) an investigation of Jewish - Gentife íntermarriage fcr
winnipeg, focusing on friendship patterns, area of residence, dating
behavior for high school and college students, parental- attitudes toward

the above factors, etc. rn sunrnary, in r-ight of the si.ze of the winnipeg

Jewish community (estimated at approximately iz,ooo) r and the fact that
it is the third largest ,Jewish conununity in canada, after Montreal and

Toronto, there is a sr:rprising lack of sociologicar data avaiLabre.
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ofMore intensi.¿e research needs to be undertalien on th.e effects

generational status on the assÍmilation process. Especi.ally for the

unique second, or "mixed" generation groupr where one parent is Canadian-

born and one perent is European-born. Almost no data is currently avail-

able on this group. Interest here v¡orrld be focused on the countrlr sf

primary socialization of both respondents and parents.

Additionaf research is required to investigate the status of the

three traditional branches of Orthodox, Conservative and Reform Judaism,

and the perception and meaning attached to these labels by both adult

and younger members of the Jewish community. The findings of this study

revealed that Jewish university students, with few exceptions, did not

indicate in the spaces provided on the survey instrument, what branch of

Judaism they felt themsel-ves tb be affiLiated with.

Lastly, this writer finds it surprising that there is a real

paucity of resear:ch information available about any sociotogical or

psydtological aspects of Jewish college students, either in Canad.a or

the United. States ' especially so with regard to how they perceive their

rJewishness' or psychologically reLate'and adjust to their ethnic

identity.
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APPENÐIX I

UNIVERSITY OT MANITOBA

ETHNTC SURVEY

THIS PUESTIONNAIRE HAS BEEN DESIGNED
TO OBTATN TNFORMÄTION ON YOUR ATTTTI]DES
AND FEELTNGS TOI,üARD YOUR OWN ANÐ OTHER
ETHNIC GROUPS. ALL DATA OBTAINED I^]ILL
BE TFEATED CONFTDENTIALLY. YCUR CO-
OPERATTON IS GRATEFULLY APPREC]ATEÐ.

DO NOT WRTTE TN THIS SPACE

Place

'l l-me

Section

Date

SLot

Administered by

Coded by

1I0
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PAßT 1

rNsTRucrr.olljs: PT,EASE CoMPLETE THE FOLT.OWING puESTroNS uSrNG Ä cHEcK
MARK IVI]ERE PossrBr,E. PRINT ALL orHER RIISPONSES CT,EARLY.

1. Present year enrolled. in:

: 3. Your minor:

4. Your academic perfornìance:
(average l-etter grade)

5. Age:

6. Place of birth:

2. Your major:

(counÈry)

7. Sex: MaIe _, Female

(cityltown)

8. Your religion:
(denomination) (branch)

9. Your ethnic aroup, other than Canad_i_an: (Check one)

British _, !.rench _, Ger¡i,an _-_- t
Italian Jewish r polish ,

Scandinavian _r Ukrainian r Other

I0. Present residence:
(street/avenueÆay )

, 
in postal zone number

11. Length of time you lived:

a. At present ad,dress

b. In Metro Winnipeg
(years )

(years )

c. Outside Metro Winnipeg: Urban Rural
GãrÐ Ga,õ

12. Father's occupation:

or

(specify)

clL

13. Father's place of birth:
(country) (cittzltownl lr.*al)



LT2

L4. Father's father's cor:ntry of birth:

15. Father's motherrs country of bfrth:

16. Years or grades father attended school:

J-7. Years of vocational- training: (if applicabl-e)

18. Fatheros religiofl! _,
(denomination)

Under S 5,000

$10,000 Eo L4,999

$2orooo or more

(branch)

19. Mother's present occupation:
(including housewife)

20. Itlother's place of birth: 'or
(country) (city,/town) (rural)

2L. Motherr s father's country of birth:

22. Mother's mother's iountry of birth:

23. I{other's fast grade or year of formal education completed: .

24. Years of vocational Èraíni.ng: (if applicable)

25. l4othert s religion:
(denomination)

26. Estimate your total fanily income:

(branch)

$ 51000 to 9,999

$15,000 to L9,999
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PART IT

INSTRUCTIONS: PIÀCE CIÍECK-M.ABKS BESIDE THE NUIUÐERS I¡¡liICH BEST DESCRIBE
YOUR REACTIONS TO lHE FOLLQWTNG GROI]PS. MARK EACH GROUP EYEN TF YOU DO
NOT lOlOW IT. THE SCALE To BE USED IS THE FOLLOWING¡

Would WouLd líouid tlould Would I¡fould l{ould
marry have have as work have as have as debar
into as a a next beside speaking visitor from
group very door a mem- acquain- only to my

close neigh- ber at tance my nation
friend bor nati-on

*A}4ERTcAN

*BRITTSH

*DUTCH

*FRENCH-CANAÐIAN

*GERMAN

*ITALIAN

*JEVùISH

*POLISH

*RUSSIAN

*SCANDT¡lAVIÄN

*UKRAINTAN

*CHINESE

*ESKI}1O

*FTLIPTNO

*TNDIAN (CANADTAN)

*TNDIAN (TNDIA)

*JAPANESE

*NEGRO

*MEXICAN

*WEST INDTAN

.AT{GLICAN

ATHEiST

BAPTfST

FUNDAMENTALIST

GREEK ORTHODOX

LUTHERÀN

MENNONITE

L23
r23
t
1

I
3

3

L23
1

I
t 5

5L234
L234
1234
L234
L234
L234 5

5L234
I234
I234

5

5

1234
1234

5

5

2_3_4567
1- 2- 3 4 5* 6 7

1_ 2_ 3_ 4_ 5_ 6_ 7_
L234567
r23456,7
I23 5

5 7

7

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

7

7

7

7

4

4

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

L'2

7

7

6.
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PART II - continued

I,Iould Would l^lould !'iould Þlou1d Would Would
marry have have as work have as have as debar
into as a a next beside speaking visitor from
group very door a mem- acquain- only to rny

cfose neigh- ber at tance my nation
. friend bor job _ 4ation _

PENTECOSTALl234567
ROMÀNCATHOLIC T 2 3 4 5 6 7

UKRAINTANCATHOLICL 2 3 4 5 6 7

UNTTEÐCHURCH L 2 3 4 5 6 7

PART VI

TNSTRUCTIONS: TFM PURPOSE OF THTS TNSTRUIVIENT IS TO MEASURE THE R-EACTIONS OF
OT VANTOUS PN'OPIN TOU¡ERD DIFFERENT CONCEPTS BY HAVING THEM JUDGE EACH
CONCEPT AGAINST A SERIES OF DESCRTPTIVE SCÀLES. TT IS YOUR FIRST TMPRES-
sroNs' THE TMMEDTATE "FEELTNGS" ABour rtrE co¡tcEpr wE WANT, woRK FAST BUT
NOT CARELESSLY. MAKE ONLY ONE C¡IECK.MARK ON EACH SCALE.

Here is how to J an.=. scales:

1. If you feel that the concept is very closely related to one en¿ of
the scaler you should place your check-mark as foll_oivs:

fairx:::::::unfair

or
fair:::::x::unfair

2. rf you consider the concept to be neutra] on the scaLe, or if the
scale is completely irrelevant, then you should place lzour check-
mark in the middLe space or near the middle.

safe : : : : : :_:dangerous



1ls
Which ethnic group do you belong to?

RESPOND BELOW TO TIIE CTILTURE OF YOUR GROUP.

CONCEPT 1: CULTUR¡

VERY SOME- VERY NEU- VERY SOME- VERY
MUCH I^IHAT LTTTLI] TRÀL LITTLE VtItAT lvtUCH

_: _: _: __: -_: _-: --: active1. passive
* 2. practical
* 3. unfriendly
* 4. interesting
* 5" importani
* 6. tedious

7. grorving
* 8. happy

9. static
10. progressive

*1L. good

L2. ernotional

13. fast
L4. intellectual
15. flexible
16. simple

*17. worthless
18. rugged

*19. dishonest
20. submissive

21. poor

22. competitive
23" strong
24. humanistic

*25. rrnpleasant

Conrpletely
Satisfied [,]ith

i z : impractical

_: friendly
: boring

:::.:unimportant
::::excitinq

: _: declining

--3 
_: Sad

: : dvnamic

: traditionalistic
::::bad
: : : :rational-
::::s10w
::::unintellectual

: : : rigid
: : : complex
: : : valuable
: : : delicate
: : : honest

_: d.omineering

_: _: wealthy
: : cooperative
: : weak

: _: materialistic
: _: pleasant

Totally
Disatis fied

: lVith It

How would you rate your over-arl feering about your culture?
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Which religion do you belong to?
(denominaticn)

RESPOND BELOT^¡ TO THE FAITH OF YOUR GROUP.

COI'ICEPT 2: FAITH

(branch)

: impractical
: friendly

_: boring
: unimportant

_: exciting

_: declining

_: sad

__: d.ynamic

_: traditionalistic
: bad

1. passive
* 2. practical
* 3. unfriendly
x 4. interesting
* 5. important
* 6. tedious

7. growíng
* 8. happy

9. static
10. progressive

*11: good

12. emotional

13. fast
L4. intellectual
15. f lexibl-e
16. simple

*17. worthless
18. rugged

*19. dishonest

20. submissive

21. poor

22. competitive
23. strong
24. humanistic

*25. unpleasant

Hcn¡ would

Conpletely
Satis fied r¡íith

It

VERY SOME- VERY NEU- VERY SOME- -\,rERY

MUCH VTHAT LTTTLE TRAL LITTLE W}iAT MUCH

. . : active

--: rational

_: sLow

-_: 
r:nintellectual

_: rigid
: complex

_: valuable

_: deli cate

_: honest

: domineering

: weal-thv
'.' : cooperative
'' ¡ weak

_; materialistic

_: pleasant

your faith?
Totally

Disatis fied
: With It

you rate yolrr over-all feeling about


